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ABSTRACT
This study explores the narratives of families with adult children with disability, who are
currently studying at a tertiary level. My interest focused on understanding the stories of how
these individuals with disability together with their families and support neworks manage to
have successful academic careers transcendingextrinsic and intrinsic difficulties. A narrative
analysis approach, making use of in depth interviews was used for this study. Four families
were conjointly interviewed to co-construct their stories and experiences of their developing
resilient family identities during their management of disability and the meaning making
narratives around their family’s relationships inside the rapidly changing Maltese context. This
study revealed the impact of resilience on the individual respondents as well as the family
dynamics that contributed to this resilience and analyzed these narratives in the light of
literature about family resilience and social model of disability, feminist and social
construction and frameworks, in a local and international context. A universal relational
pattern that emerged from these stories was that the struggles these families encountered
empowered them to tap into their strengths and learn to network to obtain the resources they
needed to overcome the obstacles they were facing. A super theme emerged where the families
took a hopeful stance towards their future, which was a major shift, which re-drafted their
story from the despair following initial diagnosis. The data obtained from this study generates
insight about the processes resilient families of successful students with disability go through
and contributes useful information for those working with individuals and families in the fields
of disability and education, particularly that of enriching their role to provide cathartic support
space to these families.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
For the purposes of this study:
Family will be understood to mean a group of people, connected by blood, who are in contact
with the students with disability and offer support of a physical, psychological, emotional and
financial nature to each other. The participant immediate families in this study will include
biological parents and their partners or other major caregivers and significant others, as well as
siblings who form part of the family network.
Extended family will be understood as those satellite family units and family members, also
connected by blood to the immediate family, who come in contact with the respondent
families and offer emotional, physical and financial support. Extended families in this study
include grandparents, aunts and uncles, cousins and in laws and other significant others who
the respondents define as family, but who do not form part of the immediate family of the
respondents.
The term disability will be used in its broad nature and will include physical impairments and
conditions of visible and invisible nature as well as mental health and psychological conditions
and developmental delays.
Educational context will include schools and institutions of kinder, primary, secondary and
tertiary level that aim at enhancing the academic, physical, psychological, emotional and
social development of the students, as well as the managerial and administrative departments
that support these institutions.
Medical context will include hospitals and any other centres providing physical, medical and
therapeutic help to the respondent families in order to enhance the physical, emotional, and
psychological well being of the students and their families.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”
(Lao Tzu, 604 BC - 531 BC)

This study explores the stories and personal journeys of four Maltese families, who have
adult children with disability attending tertiary level education. It seeks to shed light on the co
constructed meanings these families gave to their life experiences and how together they have
managed to create a reality where their children have reached the highest level of education in
Malta, notwithstanding their disability. The achievement of these success stories is
contextualized in a time where inclusion was at its infancy, when these students were attending
their primary and secondary schooling and the stigma associated with disability was still very
present in the Maltese context.
The data obtained from the interviews with these families will be analyzed and
triangulated using the narrative analysis technique (Kohler Riesman, 1993), which takes into
consideration the subjectivity of the researcher analyzing the data. For this reason I will start
with a biographical outline in order to help the reader understand more about the background of
the person behind the study.

1.1

Biographical Outline
I did not have to dig deep to understand where my interest in family therapy, disability

and resilience comes from. My story is contextualized by one of the hardest moments in my life,
when I recall that I was sitting in a doctor’s office and being told that in a few years time there
was a good possibility I would end up in a wheel chair. I was 35 years old at the time, with two
children, the youngest being only two months old. The vision of my future story became
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blurred and crushed as I came out of that office. I could not picture my life without the use of
my legs and then there was the pain and the constant exhaustion that that my condition brought
with it. It was at this point in my life that I realized that I wanted to transcend to my children a
story of resilience, not giving up to a condition that years later was portrayed as potentially
riskier to life than any professional had diagnosed.
Encountering systemic notions, following my initial interest in psychology and
psychotherapy, helped me attribute meaning to my experiences, which eventually led me to
form a coherent story. The more I read about systemic notions, social constructionism and
narrative theory the more I placed my life into perspective. I was determined to re author my
life, learning to externalize the sick part of me and not let it engulf my identity. A new identity
story (Neden, 2007), was formed the day I started working with young children with disability.

It was when I started working in different institutions, such as mainstream schools and
government projects that I learned that there had been a shift between the attitude towards
disability when I had started working at Eden Foundation in 1999 and the Maltese context
around 15 years later. Consequently, new social constructions where being formed. This new
reality was something very meaningful and powerful for me, and fueled me with hope to go on.

1.2

Rationale
Making sense of the discrepancy between my stories of working in disability and the

Maltese legislative context, was part of my personal narrative for several years. On the one
hand, the National Minimum Curriculum (1999) emphasises that one of the major principles of
the inclusion of children with disabilities is their inclusion in all years, comprising early
childhood. Complementing this, the Equal Opportunities Act (2000) states that it is unlawful
for an educational institution to refuse to accept an applicant because of their disability or to
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limit or deny access or expel them from the institute they are attending (European-agency for
special needs and inclusive education, 2016).
Notwithstanding this legislation, in 1999 I was working as facilitator in a mainstream
school and my biggest concern, together with the parent of the child, I was working with at the
time, was that the child could be “advised to leave” the mainstream school he was attending and
sent to a special school because he had frequent tantrums which “scared the other children and
disrupted the class”. Thankfully, in the past decade, a new story started being formed and at
present children with disability are the norm in the Maltese mainstream school system, where
according to the World Report on Disability 2012 (cited in Callus and Farrugia, 2013), “Malta
has one of the highest propositions of children with disabilities in inclusive education in the
European Union” (Callus and Farrugia, 2013, p.11).
My interest in this study is to learn more about the life story and perspective of the
families of students, with a disability studying at tertiary level. I am interested in understanding
more about how the students, some of who at the time were children with a disability, storied
the rapidly changing context in their schools, and how the relationship with their family,
teachers, LSA’s and other professionals around them fostered their resilience and pushed them
to achieve academic success.
I am also interested in understanding how together, the family co constructed a reality
where they overcame the challenges of their conditions and the challenges of the societal
response to them. I wish to understand more about what meaning the family gives to their
stories at present and how their present narrative is influencing their outlook on the future of
their family. Finally I wish to explore whether these families’ narrative and the themes elicited
by their stories is congruent or differs from research about disability both in the local context
and abroad.
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This research may be helpful to professionals in the field of both education and
disability to obtain an enhanced understanding of the reality of a family who has children with a
disability. It also enhances the importance of developing tailor made strategies aimed at
complementing the family’s strengths and increase their access to the resources within their
context. It may also help families with similar contexts to instil stories of hope, while helping
them not to feel alone. It may also help them see the aftermath and continuation of the
narrative, which might be blurred at the initial stages of their stories.
In a society where the phenomenon of early school leaving is a priority in the country
(Ministry for education and employment, 2014) and young adults with a disability are
encouraged to continue their studies in order to enter the working world with a better academic
background, learning to capitalise on the resilience in the family context that supports these
youths, offers an avenue of intervention that has an increased chance of motivating these youths
and their families to achieve their full potential (Bayat, 2007).
It is important to note, that since I have a personal story around my own physical
condition and I have now worked with disability for several years, I need to be mindful that my
own narrative will permeate through my research. This position allows me to have enough
detachment and to be aware of my personal biases and an unavoidable element of subjectivity,
which is beyond my consciousness, even though I consciously strive to be as objective as
possible with my respondents. Bishop and Shepherd (2011) refer to this as an informed
subjective position.

1.3

Research questions

The main research question I want to answer is
a.

How do families co-construct meaningful and significant stories about their experience of

their relationship in the context of disability?
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How are these stories formed, told and managed in the context of the learning and

schooling journey of the offspring with disability?
c.

How is the success to tertiary education influenced and storied by these experiences?
Finally I wish to focus on the meaning the family gives to their stories at present and

how their present narrative is influencing their outlook on the future of their family. I also want
to explore what these families perceive as truly helpful to empower individuals with disability
achieve academic success and if they have suggestions for policy makers or young families who
are going through a similar journey with their infants and toddlers.

1.4

Conceptual frameworks

1.4.1

A social constructionist approach
The social constructionist approach is a post modern philosophical framework that fits in

with the systemic perspective and helps us view individuals and families in their social and
cultural context through the narrative they use to describe their lived experiences and world view
(Slovik and Griffin, 1992). This stance will help me to focus on the self in a relationship, that is
created conversationally and constructed discursively. Thus the self becomes a narrative or
relational self (Anderson, 1997).
A social constructionist perspective is helpful in this study as it helps me view knowledge
as mediated through my subjectivity as an observer referred to as epistemic relativism (Willing,
1998). In addition, collaborative language theory (Anderson et al., 1986) posits that as a narrator
I attempt to make sense of the narrative through my perceptions of the respondents narrative. As
a researcher I will focus on the interactions and the narrative of the family specifically located
within a distinct time frame, and socially and culturally situated in the Maltese institutional
structure. Thus I will seek to understand the family narrative through their use of language and
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meaning making process, and shed light on their dominant discourses which are specific to the
Maltese context (Roy-Chowdhury, 2010).
The social construction of disability is a vast topic yet the definition elaborated by
Birenbaum (1979) is very helpful in this context as it posits not only that individuals construct
their subjective reality and that cognition is constructed from social interaction, but also that social
interactions differ, since social contacts involve inequalities in power to define subjective reality.
Thus the life of a disabled person is shaped by social interactions and his or her ability to conform
to social norms and expectations. The rules of identity which constitute norms of social life are
acquired during childhood.
According to Birenbaum (1979) there are three ways of adapting to physical disability,
those who embrace their disability and do not attempt to convey an image of normality and make
their impairment the central focus of their lives, those who seek to erase all the information about
their condition and seek to convey the impression of having no problem and those who move
between this continuum and seek to adhere to conventional norms with their difference
manifesting when they associate with others who also have a similar impairment.
Other social constructionist literature that particularly resonated with this study was the
work of Dowling and Dolan (2010) who suggest that families who have children with disabilities
also experience inequalities that other families do not suffer. In congruence with the narrative of
the respondents in this study, these authors also demonstrate that families touched by disability
suffer financial hardship, anxiety because of social barriers and prejudice as well as service
provision which does not fully meet their needs and thus this perspective becomes particularly
relevant to the narrative of the respondents in this study. These authors draw on the social model
of disability to illustrate how social organisation poses hurdles not only for the person suffering
this condition, but for the whole family unit, since the whole family experiences ‘disablement’
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due to these social constructs. Thus the understanding and meaning making process is particularly
relevant to how these families made sense and navigated to the journey towards tertiary schooling.

1.4.2 The social model of disability
At the root of the social model of disability (Lang, 2001) is the belief that disability is a
socio political construct and it is therefore the inhospitable physical environment coupled with
the negative attitude of society towards disabled people, which results in discrimination of
disabled people. Thus the manner in which disability is perceived influences the way the end
users and their families are considered when decisions on how resources are distributed are
taken.
The social model shifts away from focusing on the deficits of the ability of the
individual and onto the wider context of society. This model was created as antithesis to the
medical model that focused on the functional limitations of disabled people, which coupled with
the perception that disabled people are unable to work, increased the perception that disabled
persons are unable to care for themselves and thus created a need for institutions.
Luckily thanks to the disability movement, Oliver (1990) notes the shift in more recent
years where government policy ensures that disabled persons live in community settings. Lang
(2001), proposes that to ensure that the full citizenship rights of persons with disability are
respected, there has to be a shift in service provision that fully respects the social rights of the
individual.
This perspective is very relevant to the Maltese context where previously families with
disabled children had to raise their children in a society that frequently stigmatized disability
and parents often had to fight for their children’s rights to attend mainstream schools (Camilleri,
2000). This philosophical stance will stimulate me to explore the respondents’ perception of
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society and how they perceive society views children and youths with disability and how in turn
this impacts these young people’s world view and their relationships.

1.4.3 The Feminist disability perspective
Notwithstanding the significant contribution that social model had in constructing a
socio-political understanding of disability, many authors (Hughes and Paterson, 1997;
Finklestein, 1996; Morris, 1991; Crow, 1996) argue that an individuals’ own experience of
living with an impairment on a daily basis, sometimes in a state of acute physical pain, has an
important and valid role in experiencing disablement.
The feminist perspective on disability maintains that the social model effectively denies
the fact that the physical and emotional pain and suffering experienced by disabled people due
to their impairments has any impact upon their practical daily living (Morris, 1991; Crow,
1996).
According to this perspective, the distinction between disability and impairment has
compartmentalized bodily experience from social experience and does not take into account the
subjective experiences of pain, fatigue, and depression that are often associated with physical
and cognitive impairment.
During my study I will seek to focus on the subjective stories of families who have
experienced and are experiencing the reality of disability in contemporary Malta. Their narrative
will be filled with the setbacks and the small but important advancements that led their child to
reach tertiary level education. It will also provide a truthful snapshot of what has worked in their
relationship with the professionals helping their child and how they have experienced the
physical and psychological implications of disability, such as the power imbalance between client
and professional and stigmatization. The feminist philosophical stance however pushes me to be
aware of the social, emotional and physical condition of the respondent and the response of the
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family to it. Thus both during the interview and data analysis process, I will take particular care
to respect both the respondents’ situation and also to reflect on the often-unsaid part that physical
pain, depression, mental fatigue and fear of the unknown often play in the families where
disability is present and the reciprocal perception of all family members to these factors.

1.4.4 The resilience perspective
The term resilience describes the ability to withstand hardship and rebound from
adversity, while becoming more strengthened and resourceful in the process (Walsh, 1998). It
involves seeing an individual’s experience and the experience of the family that supports that
individual as a flexible process, showing the family’s strength at different points during it’s life
cycle and also how it adapts to different circumstances.
According to Walsh (2003), the major factors contributing to the wellbeing of the family
include how the family interprets adversity, the meaning they give to their situation and how the
challenge is perceived and lived. The author also highlights the importance of keeping a positive
outlook while affirming strength and not giving up in the face of adversity. Walsh (2003) also
describes the importance of having spirituality and a strong belief system that anchors the
family.
Walsh proposes that in order for the family to thrive and rebound from adversity, the
members need to be flexible, connected, utilize resources efficiently and communicate
effectively. Scorgie et.al. (2004), identified two processes taking place in these families that
might explain their success notwithstanding the adverse conditions. These researchers speak
about life changing experiences that transform these families and increase their ability to adapt
to the circumstances. On a personal level, the family members gain new roles that push them to
get out of their comfort zone and master the skills that the situation necessitates, such as
advocating for a child with a disability. On a different level, these researchers also speak about
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relational transformation where the members of the family change the way they relate to others
in order to deal more effectively with the issues presented.
The resilience perspective will thus bring other important concepts that will also be
taken into consideration during this study as I will be looking deeply into the narrative of the
respondents and explore the perspective of these families in the process of helping their child
reach his or her academic targets.

1.5

Layout of the study
After this introduction, the following chapter will provide a literature review and explore

both local and international research on the experiences of the families of persons with
disability with a focus on systemic theories of attachment and resilience. Emphasis will also be
given to the Maltese context, as this heavily influenced the families’ worldview, their perception
of disability and how they co constructed their reality in relation to the context they
experienced. Chapter 3 will focus on the research design and methodology and delineate the
procedures taken to analyze the data. Chapter 4, will outline the findings from the interviews.
The stories of the participating families will be analyzed and triangulated. Chapter 5, gives
space for a discussion of the stories and the findings of this study and compares them to other
research in the field. Finally, Chapter 6 identifies the strengths and limitations of this project
and highlights suggestions for future research as well as possible service development strategies
for families whose members have a disability.
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter will explore research on the experiences of families with disability with a
focus on systemic theories of attachment, development and resilience. Emphasis will also be
given to the Maltese context in order to understand the ecology that influenced the respondent
families’ worldview, their perception of disability and how they co-constructed their reality in
relation to each other and to the framework they experienced.
I will start by elaborating how the concept of disability influences a family starting from
the abstract philosophical concept of the social model of disability which has been briefly
introduced in the previous chapter and then link it to the life experience of the family who
experienced a disability diagnosis.
2.1

Disability and the narrative of difference
According to Lang (2001), the root of the social model of disability is the belief that

disability is a socio political construct and it is therefore the inhospitable physical environment
coupled with the negative attitude of society towards disabled people, which results in the
oppression and discrimination of disabled people. Haydon Laurent (2011) proposes that where
the individual and medical models sees personal tragedy and the person with disability as
broken, the social model finds social oppression in the wider context.
According to this view, disability is situated in the wider context of society and is not a
direct consequence of an individual’s physical and cognitive impairments. Authors like Laurent
(2011), Lang (2001) and Billington (2000) amongst others, point out how due to the fact that an
individual’s physical and cognitive abilities are not perceived to fall into the politically
established continuum of what is considered normal, the individual is perceived as different and
consequently treated differently by society.
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During my research of how the narrative of difference is primarily created, I found Tom
Billington’s (2000), discussion of the medical model and definition of the distinction between
pathology and psychopathy and its consequences on the family very helpful. According to
Billington, while pathology is the science that concerns the physical diseases, which are usually
assessed by medicine, psychopathology focuses on the less tangible diseases of the mind.
Billington (2000) proposes that labels of these diagnoses might lead to a change in
school and possible restrictions to the child’s career opportunities, social relationships, his
personality and society’s belief in the child’s potential. Billington quotes Nicholas Rose (1989),
and Michael Foucault (1977), and argues that this categorization and possible exclusion of
children from the mainstream education has resulted in greater control over the population.
According to Foucault (1977), these practices of governability develop as social power
relationships in the education industry, where experts provide knowledge about the “true
nature” of the child and affect the child not only on a micro level, where the school environment
interacts with the child and the family according to psychological theories of development, but
also on a macro level where policies affect millions of children on a national and international
level.
Billington (2000), proposes that teachers, psychologists, social workers and
administrators, measure the child’s learning and behavior in order to control the child and
identify the characteristics which will later on rank him or her in society. More specifically, he
argues that psychometric tests, which are often used to measure a child’s learning and behavior
difficulty, are often used to reduce the individual’s identity and personality to a figure.
Rose (1989), refers to this phenomenon, where a label defines where a child would fit on
a distribution curve and strongly affect not only his youth and childhood but possibly his/her
life as:
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The capacity of any individual could be established in terms of their location along that
curve; the intellect reduced to order ... Binet transformed it from a technique for
diagnosing the pathological into a device for creating a hierarchy of the normal. (Rose,
1989, p138-139).

This diagnosis impacts not only the child but also the family of that child who has to
cater for the physical, emotional and economic stressors that are often associated with these
conditions.
Resilience studies show that individual characteristics like temperament (Derauf et al.,
2011), neurophysiology (Karatoreos and McEwen, 2013; Kent, 2012), genetic predispositions
(Kaufman, 2008) and cognitive skills (Brown et al., 2013), foster positive child development,
yet the cumulative impact of these traits, accounts for less of the variance in the positive
outcomes than systemic factors like the quality of the relationships inside the immediate context
such as the family, school and community (Abramson et al., 2010; Ungar 2013, 2015).
In the following section I will elaborate on the major authors that explore how the family
system is impacted by disability and reacts to this.

2.2

Attachment theory and bonded relationship
In order to do this I will start by exploring the complexity of the transitions, experienced

by parents who received a diagnosis of a disability for their child, and refer to attachment
theory and bonded relationships (Byng- Hall, 1995).
Hazan and Shaver (1992) show that attachment begins when a mother realizes that a
child has been conceived (Ruben, 1975; Lumley 1982 cited in Brendon et al., 2009). Long
before the child is born, the parents start forming images of themselves as parents, their baby,
and the future life as new family. Prenatal bonding also includes feelings of commitment
towards this child (Blum, 1993). Following birth, parents continue to attach to the infant as
they start living the life they had imagined together. On a different level, other members of the
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family such as siblings and grandparents and the extended family will also start forming
expectations about this child and their relationship to him/her.
Thus one can easily understand that a diagnosis of disability for a child is a traumatic
experience both for the parents and the other members of the family who have already grown to
be attached to this child and the image they had of this baby. Wright (2008), depicts parents as
overwhelmed by shock and grief at this stage. Many parents describe the episode when their
child was diagnosed with a disability as highly traumatic (Schuengel et al., 2009).
Scorgie et al. (2004), propose that these parents suffer the loss of both the image of the
child they have attached with, as well as the loss of their culturally-defined, imagined future life
of themselves as parents raising that child. Steele (2004) describes the grief following the
diagnosis of a disability akin to suffering a death and proposes that the sense of pain is
compounded by the parents’ ability to envision the life long consequences of this diagnosis
especially if the disability is severe and will heavily impact the life style of both the child and
the family. Yet notwithstanding this difficult situation, systemic resilience theory explores how
individuals and families thrive and recover from the trauma associated with disability and at
times exceed expectations (Masten and Wright, 2009).

2.2.1 The journey from “tragedy” to “acceptance” and beyond
Masten (2011), Rutter (2012) and Ungar (2011; 2015), propose that resilience is a
process of adaptation towards exposure to adversity. Resilience is present if exposure to adverse
circumstances has minimal impact on the individual or the family system, if the individual
members or family system manage to recover from the negative consequences triggered by
adversity or if the individual or family system manages to exceed the expectations and functions
better than before facing the traumatic event (Bonanno and Mancini, 2012).
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Walsh (1996; 2003) and Scorgie, et al., (2004) propose that if parents manage to make
sense of adversity, affirm their strength, keep a positive outlook and manage to utilize the
resources at their disposal in an efficient way, they will make positive adaptations to having a
child with disability (Skinner et al. 1999, Hastings et al. 2005). Using a developmental approach
to the specific context of families of children with disability, authors like Keith (1973), Kearney
and Griffin (2001) and Ferguson (2002), have delineated useful factors for this to occur, which
will be delineated hereafter.
2.2.2 A developmental perspective on the families of children with disability
Following the shock of the discovery that their child might not be “normal”, Keith
(1973) suggests that the feelings of the parents will be influenced both by the severity of the
disability and how visible it is to others and also how the social context accepts this condition.
All these factors effect the family’s response to this situation.
Resilience literature supports the notion that family adaptation in the context of a child’s
disability depends on the interplay of the family’s resilience and vulnerability factors and is a
reflection of “the fit between the capabilities and demands posed by the situation” (Simeonsson,
Bailey, Huntington and Comfort, 1986, cited in Gillespie and Primavera, 2000, p.8).
Schulmann (1988) also speaks about the importance of siblings, since they often act as
socialising agents for the child with disability. Gilligan (2000) and Werner (2000)
demonstrated that under certain conditions, siblings play an important role in enhancing
resilience and show that sibling caregiving plays a protective buffer for children growing up in
high risk families.
Simeonsson and Simeonsson (1993) also highlight that the issues related to having a
sibling with disability represents universal experiences of disappointment and trauma (Breslau,
1987; Rodrigue et al., 1993; Macks and Reeve, 2006). This might also be indicative that the
inherent differences in families, affect the ability of the family to adapt or be overwhelmed, thus
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a brief discussion on systemic resilience theory will help us understand the family dynamics in
such situations more clearly.

2.3

Systemic Resilience Theory: making sense of narratives of ‘thriving beyond

acceptance.’
Walsh (2006) defines resilience as the ability of individuals and families to recover from
adversity and thrive. Thus resilience theory focuses on the process where crisis and challenges
strengthen and foster growth and “enable people to heal from painful wounds, take charge of
their lives and go on to live fully and love well” (Walsh, 2006, p. 5).
Boss (2001) proposes that the most challenging stressors are unexpected, such as early
widowhood or the sudden death of a loved one, and severe and persistent, such as a chronic
illness or permanent disability, that triggers a chain of events that have a cumulative adverse
effect that disrupt the life cycle of the individual and the family.
Bonanno (2004) shows that resilient individuals do not maintain a steady state of
competence during difficult situations. Resilience does not involve not being touched by the
pain of trauma and loss, but successfully going through difficulty both internally and
interpersonally and hold on to courage and hope as one goes through suffering (Higgins, 1994).
This process helps us to integrate this struggle into the fabric constituting the essence of our
individual and collective identity, thereby enriching and strengthening instead of crushing under
hardship.
Higgins (1994) demonstrated that suffering helped individuals develop strengths that
would not have emerged otherwise and placed a heightened value on life. This study shows that
these individuals not only mastered the adversity they encountered but also became socially
active or mental health professionals and helped others overcome their struggles which further
enhanced their growth through these efforts.
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Siegel (2005) and Rutter (1987; 1999) highlight how interpersonal relationships can
enhance this process. Werner (1993) shows that self-esteem and the ability to cope effectively
are created and fostered through supportive relationships. Furthermore Siegel (2005) produces
evidence that interpersonal relationships shape neurological connections thus rewiring our brain
through these new experiences. Hauser (1999) proposes that resilience is built through
relationships and experiences over the course of a lifetime and across generations.
The systemic view on resilience incorporates an ecological perspective and a
development perspective in this approach. Fraser (2004) focuses on the interplay between risk
and protective factors in the lives of children and families facing adversity. Walsh (2006)
focuses on the relationship between resilience and protective mechanisms and the interplay
between families and the political, economic and social context. While Rutter (1987)
highlights the importance of the developmental perspective which shows how coping evolves
during a temporal process as adversity is not a single stimulus but a complex web of conditions
that vary over time.
More contemporary research sheds more light on the complexity of this construct with
the introduction of an interdisciplinary approach that adds another dimension to this field .
Cicchetti and Blender (2006) propose that neural plasticity, in addition to the psychological and
environment-contextual processes is another important factor that enhances the pathways
leading to resilience in individuals and their families.

2.3.1 Developing a family resilience towards disability framework
A family resilience paradigm focuses on seeing families as challenged by adversity
rather than damaged (Walsh, 2003) and seeks to understand how families thrive and reinforce
even under overwhelming conditions. Falicov’s (1995) ecological view on families, posits that
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no two families are alike because they combine a multitude of cultural contexts such as social
class, culture and family structure and thus we must assess family functioning with respect to
each family’s situation. This approach becomes particularly relevant when we consider families
of children with severe disability from the social constructionist perspective described in the
previous chapter. Thus every family will have a unique narrative around how they co- construct
meaning from their experiences of the relationships inside the family and with the outside
context.
When living with disability, the family needs to form the strength to navigate
complications on a long term, possibly life long, of the chronic condition of their loved ones
(Blacher et al., 2005). These complications entail not only the medical issues, but also financial
stress, the strain brought by the logistics of taking a child to regular treatment, and the
prejudiced perception of society on the ability of an individual with this condition (Gerstein et
al., 2009).
Literature about how disability affects families and what factors help or hinder the
thriving of the family members is vast. Kleinman (1988) uses the term “illness experience”, that
encompasses the human experience of living with long term suffering and includes not only the
affected person but also the family members who are also touched by the consequences of
disability and broadens the perspective to psychosocial challenges that the family has to live
with.
Rolland and Walsh’s (2006) description of the key processes facilitating family
resilience during childhood illness and disability are particularly insightful and relevant to this
project. Walsh (2006) identifies 3 key resilience processes, mainly belief systems,
organizational patterns and communication, that help the family deal with the challenges
brought by disability.
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Taylor (1989) points to the importance of a hopeful perspective, when facing the
uncertainty of health conditions. This optimistic stance is very different from denial, in that
there is awareness of the risks involved and also a conscious choice to be hopeful in full
recognition of the actual situation that fuels perseverance to take steps to maximize the
likelihood of a positive outcome. Rolland and Walsh (2006) propose that this hopeful stance
contributes towards improving the quality of life for the children and their families because it
guides the families through adverse times and facilitates effective coping and adaptation.
Walsh (2003; 2006) proposes that all families change in response to crisis, yet resilience
implies that these families readjust their roles in order to achieve new family dynamics away
from the chaos of the initial shock. In order to cope these families learn to create routines that
maximise their resources and their coping. Over time, these patterns are adjusted and re adjusted
to meet the demands of the changing life cycle of the family, as well as the course of the
condition as the child matures (Masten and Wright, 2009).
Roland (1994) suggests that communication within the family system and between the
family and its context is vital. Since it is important that the family clearly understands what has
happened and what therapy entails, clinicians and therapists need to clarify the diagnosis,
prognosis and treatment options to the family. This process also becomes essential to help the
family create their personal meaning of a series of events, or a diagnosis. Beavers and Hampson
(2003) found that families who dealt openly with their feelings including joy, distress and
frustration and shared their experience of having a child with disability, increased mutual
support and helped the family adapt better. On the contrary, families who harboured despair and
were not able to talk about it, were the most dysfunctional.
These notions are particularly relevant to the narratives of the respondents in this study
and will be further elaborated in the discussion of the results in Chapter 5. Resilience theory is
particularly helpful in grasping a systemic view of families facing disability, yet I also felt that
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other systemic notions like the structural and developmental perspectives would also be helpful
when discussing the narratives of families touched by disability.

2.4

A structural perspective on how a child with special needs affects family

functioning
Farmer et al., (2005) proposes that disability creates a significant social, emotional and
financial burden for the family. The process models created in the 80’s, explain how families
cope with stress. Studies have also used such models to explain family functioning (Beresford,
1994; Early et al., 1997). In this literature, coping is built on the relationship between the
family and its context and the goal is to manage stress rather than master it. Thus the process
model (Beresford, 1994) sees the interplay of personal coping resources such as ideological
beliefs and cognitive abilities, with socio ecological factors such as the marital relationship and
economic viability.

2.4.1 The relationship between parenting and child resilience
Researchers who focused on child resilience (Grolnick, 1989; Masten et al., 1990;
Werner, 1993; Werner and Smith, 1992; Reid, 1993), demonstrated a strong relationship
between the parenting ability and the ability of the child to adapt to adversity and that the
negative effect of risk factors are mediated effectively if the parenting is adequate. Beresford
(1994) stresses that parenting skills become an important coping resource for families caring for
children with disability. In addition research also suggests that there is a reciprocal relationship
between the quality of the parenting and the child’s personality behaviour (Crowley and Kazdin,
1998; Grolnick and Ryan, 1989; Steinberg, et al., 1989).
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Shakespeare (2006) proposes that the experience of an adult person with exceptional
needs is the product of the relationship between internal traits and external factors resulting
from the context. These notions become particularly relevant when one takes into consideration
the impact of the family context on the adult’s personality and worldview. Among the intrinsic
factors that affect the experience of the person with disability, Shakespeare mentions the
severity of the impairment and the person’s attitude to it, as well as her own personality and
abilities. Among the contextual factors, he mentions the attitudes of others, the facilities in the
environment that facilitate or inhibit daily tasks, and the wider cultural, social and economic
issues around disability.

2.4.2 A structural perspective on disability
The structural perspective can also be helpful when discussing families of children with
disability. The individual in the family is identified as the patient and family pathology becomes
conceptualised in terms of dysfunctional transactions. Simensson and Simensson (1993)
propose that even if the structural approach emphasises viewing the family in terms of its
pathology, it is useful because it helps us reflect on the interpretation of the dynamic factors that
caused that dysfunction and the family relationships that govern family behaviour and the roles
assigned to different family members.
Rollins et al., (1973) propose four roles of the identified child as reflective of the
family’s pathology. The scapegoat and the baby roles are negative and affect the family’s
perception where the person with disability is either excessively blamed or suffocated with
attention to the extent that both approaches harm the achievement of independence and adult
functioning. The pet and peacekeeper roles are positive in nature but still harmful as the pet is
also showered with indiscriminate attention from the family, while the peacemaker might be
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consciously or unconsciously assigned the role of mediator between warring parents and
unfortunately when these roles become fixed, maladaptive family functioning ensues.

2.5

A developmental approach on disability
Masten (2001) proposes that child resilience develops when irrespective of the presence

of serious threats to adaptation and development, the child manages to positively adapt and
reach good outcomes. A developmental perspective takes into account the child’s
developmental level and the multiple influences on the child’s developmental growth and the
interplay between risk and protective factors, such as parent’s skills on the child’s adjustment. It
also includes a belief that resilience is a normal human adaptation that regulates cognition and
behaviour and the relationship with caregivers and the contexts that the child touches
(Armstrong et al., 2005).
In the triaxial model proposed by Tseng and Mcdermott (1979), family adjustment is
viewed as a reaction to characteristic stressors of families with disability, that result in
dysfunctional patterns which surface at certain times but not others. These notions resurface
also in more contemporary research (Ferguson, 2002). These classifications pertain to parentchild triangulation dysfunction, child related dysfunctions, and the socially isolated family
amongst others. In such situations several researchers (Goodyer ,1986; Rutter, 1999; Walsh,
2008; Simon et al., 2005) note that even if family therapy does not offer a miracle cure to all
family issues, it can be very effective.
Further aspects of the developmental perspective will be elaborated in the subsequent
sections, where I will delineate how disability impacts the dynamics between children with
disability and their context.
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2.5.1 A developmental perspective on children living with disability
Lewis (2002) proposes that the child’s development will be affected in one or more
areas if disability is present, with this delay being proportional to the severity of the disability.
While for children with disabilities in hearing and vision, delays are more marked in the early
years, and there is a progression in abilities during adolescence, this might not be the case for
children with neuromuscular and mental impairments since they might reach a ceiling on
functioning.
Thus, in the first years of life, the child’s independence is delayed and the parent-child
relationships may be affected especially in cases of severe cases such as autism, blind or motor
impaired children (Simeonsson and Simeonsson,1993). Language and communication is
frequently effected in such situations, limiting the interaction not only with family members but
also with same age peers that is typical of the early school years. As time passes, the children
will become more aware of their difference from the other children they come in contact with.
Research suggests that in the ages between 5 and 9, the realisation that their disability is
permanent, pushes them into a period of depression, followed by emotional adjustment and
acceptance (Stalker and Connors, 2004).
Notwithstanding this difficult phase, Walsh (2006) proposes that a positive outcome for
children with disability is effected by personal and environmental factors. What is also
particularly interesting is that Morrision and Cosden (1997), propose that internal neurological
characteristics that affect behaviour and external characteristics such as the family structure, the
peer network and societal environments are both important factors affecting the development
and adjustment of the child into youth and adulthood.
Adolescent years are described as particularly challenging as society’s growing
expectations for independence add on to physical and sexual maturation (Simeonsson and
Simeonsson, 1993; Murphy and Elias, 2006), often putting children with developmental delays
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in a struggle to define their identity (Groce, 2004). Yet Keogh and Weisner (2002) suggest that
irrespective of the difficulties associated with delays and distortions in cognitive, social and
interpersonal relationships, a considerable percentage of individuals who experienced delays
have positive outcomes in adulthood.
In the final part of this literature review I will discuss the Maltese context with particular
emphasis on disability and the inclusion perspective that has developed in the last two decades,
in order to give a sound understanding of the changes in the socio cultural and ecological
context of the respondent families.

2.6

Disability in the Maltese context – local developments in the recent years
The contemporary Maltese context has shown a considerable drive to include persons

with disability in mainstream education. In the Malta National Disability Strategy (2015),
formal and non-formal education are seen as crucial for persons with disability to be
successfully introduced in mainstream employment and proposes that the promotion of quality
education strengthens fundamental human rights and true access to freedom and independence.
In the National Budget Speech for 2015, the government also clearly stated the drive to enforce
the 2% quota, which legally binds employers hiring more than twenty employees, to employ at
least two persons with disability (Jobsplus, 2017).
LSA1’s and INCO’s2 have become widespread professionals in contemporary primary
and secondary education with around 2000 LSA’s helping over 3000 statemented3 students in
2011 (The Malta Independent, 2011) and MUT4 president Kevin Bonello, asking the

LSA – Learning Support Assistant
INCO – Inclusion Co-ordinator
3
Statemented – statemented children are children who have been diagnosed as needing special arrangements
4
MUT- Malta Union of Teachers
1
2
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government to employ even more LSA’s during a press conference in January of this year (The
Malta Independent, 2017).
In addition, the websites of the two major public tertiary education institutions, the
University of Malta (UOM) and Malta College of Science and Technology (MCAST), both
show departments with designated employees who cater for the needs of those with visible or
invisible impairments and help these students meet the demands of tertiary education
(ACCESS, 2017; Support Services-MCAST, n.d.).
The University of Malta also offers a Certificate in Community Access for Disabled
People launched in 2016. Various study units at undergraduate level and even a Masters level
course in Disability Studies by the Department of Disability Studies established in 2012, was
aimed at improving the skills of those who are interested in working professionally in the
disability field (UOM, 2017).
A personal communication with the Office of the Registrar at UOM (Office of the
Registrar, 2017) and the Inclusive Education Unit at MCAST (Inclusive Education Unit, 2017)
yielded positive statistics, showing a consistent increase over time:
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Table showing number of students with disability attending University of Malta (UOM)
Total number of students Students with disability

%

2017/8

-

-

-

2016/7

11490

219

1.91%

2015/6

11452

189

1.65%

2014/5

11523

184

1.59%

2013/4

11226

174

1.54%

2012/3

10931

164

1.50%

2011/2

10861

144

1.33%

2010/1

10235

123

1.20%

2009/0

9529

118

1.24%

2008/9

9107

109

1.20%

2007/8

9038

99

1.10%

Table showing increase in students with disability at UOM
250
200
150
100
50
0

2007/8 2008/9 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

The data becomes even more positive when considering MCAST, as 12% of the total
student population has a disability or learning difficulty statement.
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Table showing number of students with disability attending Malta College of Arts Science
and Technology (MCAST)
IEU
MCAST
Academic Year

Male

Female

Students

%
Students

Total
2008/2009

76

22

98

4776

2

2009/2010

83

42

125

5566

2

2010/2011

159

64

223

6072

4

2011/2012

280

143

423

6170

7

2012/2013

343

170

513

6244

8

2013/2014

388

223

611

6417

10

2014/2015

469

272

741

6505

11

2015/2016

529

294

823

6659

12

2016/2017

535

299

834

6725

12

Table showing increase in number of students with disability at
MCAST
900
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Yet these developments in the field of mainstream inclusion are very recent. The work
of J. M. Camilleri, a disability activist and previous chairperson of KNPD5 for 20 years
(Camilleri, 1998, 2006), and E. Tanti Burlo, senior lecturer at UOM Department for Inclusion
and Access to Learning (Burlo, 2010), among other researchers, describe a reality of
segregation and prejudice for most of the 1900’s in Malta, with disabled children at times
hidden in cellars for fear of the prejudice in the close knit rural Maltese and Gozitan
communities (Camilleri and Callus, 2001).

2.6.1 An overview of the educational context during the respondents’ childhood
The educational context these students have experienced when they attended primary
and secondary school was an environment in fast transition. To help the reader understand the
context these respondents experienced, it is useful to refer to the ministerial documents “For
children to succeed: A new network organisation for quality education in Malta” (Ministry of
Education, Youth and Employment, 2005) and “ “Special school reforms” (Ministry of
Education, Culture, Youth and Sport 2009), which show the ambivalence described by the
respondents where inclusion of children with disability in mainstream education coexists with
special schools.
Tanti Burlo (2010) points out that, the creation of well-equipped resource centres and
learning zones where handpicked students would be advised to join, denotes a subtle trend
towards segregated education for students with learning or behaviour difficulties. Thus the
Maltese context subdivides statemented children into, those who attend mainstream schooling
and have the one to one or shared help of an LSA and those who need a more intense approach

5

KNPD – Kummissjoni Nazzjonali Persuni b’ Dizabilta
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and are occasionally sent to nurture rooms (in primary) or learning zones 6 (in secondary). If
these measures are not sufficient, such students are advised to attend learning centres or
resource centres which are physically out of mainstream schools. Such schools were present
both during the times the respondents attended school and also at present (European Agency for
Special Needs and Inclusive Education, 2014).
According to Tanti Burlò, Soresi, Nightingale, and Xuereb, (1997), though children with
disabilities were mainstreamed in ordinary schools since the early 80’s, it was in the 90’s that a
more concrete attempt at mainstream inclusion was created. This was evaluated in a project
called “Including the Excluded” (Burlo (2010). She notes that this project worked in an
environment where segregation was widespread and the prevalent philosophy was highly
exclusive, yet it spearheaded the mainstream inclusion philosophy of the new millennium and
many children with exceptional needs experienced school life with their age peers for the first
time.
The collaboration between Eden Foundation (now called Inspire) and the University of
Malta, created community based teams, to support the intervention on children with intellectual
impairment in the early years. According to Agius Ferrante (2012), such interventions enhance
the children’s communication, motor development and social skills and help the children engage
in the world around them. In this new context parents started to nurture hope that their children
could learn more than they ever expected and no longer adhered to the practice of going to
special schools when they turned seven. This was the first time that it became common practice
for such children to remain in schools along with their age cohort (Burlo, 2010).

6

Nurture Room and Learning zones are specially designated rooms inside the mainstream school, where children
with challenging behaviour attend small structured teaching groups in order to minimise disruption in class and
help the child with behavioural, social or emotional difficulties.
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Yet notwithstanding these successes, a segment of educators were very concerned about
the “challenging behaviour” of their students and indicated that they found it difficult to teach in
low streamed or mixed ability classes where students with disability would usually be classified
(Psaila, 2006). These same educators used traditional teaching methods and were not trained in
universal teaching methods and did not show interest in further training to learn more strategies
(Tanti Burlo et al., 2009). Burlo (2010) also demonstrates that only around a third of educators
believed in totally inclusive schools and 10% were totally negative about inclusive education
even though LSA, INCO and specialised teachers had become the norm in most schools at the
time of the study. She proposed that teachers often left it to specialised professionals to engage
with those with more challenging traits, yet in order to respect the children’s right to education,
main stream education for children with their age cohort was not to be precluded because of this
situation.
The above gives a sound background to the academic context the families experienced,
yet these rapid developments in mainstream education were the result of a social movement
started by other agents in society (Agius Ferrante, 2012).

2.6.2

An ecological perspective on the disability movement in Malta in the first years of

the new millennium
In his Genesis of Disability studies, J.M. Camilleri (2010), already previously
mentioned, describes the ideological shift from the expert oriented medical model to a more
collaborative social model, where Maltese persons with disability were finally included into
mainstream society and together with their families learned to lobby for their rights.
This shift was fuelled by exposing the professionals being trained in the University of
Malta, to theories where the human rights position challenges power relations, structures and
practices in society (Camilleri, 2007).
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These courses have persisted to date and also involve an experiential aspect where the
students are lectured by persons with a disability and take into account the social aspects of
disablement together with its biological limitations (University of Malta, 2016). The late 90’s
also saw the creation of ‘speak out’ sessions where disabled speakers critically engaged with
their personal experiences (Camilleri, 2006). The relatives of persons with mental health issues
also attended for these sessions. Such activities and publications such as “ The rights not charity
manual” (Bezzina, 2007), slowly created a net, to ensure an increased public conscience about
disability issues that slowly changed the Maltese social attitude towards mainstream inclusion
of persons with disability and fostered a cultural context where many parents learned to lobby
the rights for their children with disability, and consequently taught their children the skills to
thrive irrespective of their limitations.
In this chapter I have attempted to give an exhaustive introduction to contemporary
disability research and systemic theories of attachment, development and resilience as well as
an overview of the recent developments in mainstream education in Malta in the last two
decades. As outlined above, authors such as (Rutter, 1999; Walsh, 2008; Simon et al., 2005)
have proposed that systemic therapy can be an effective tool to help families facing challenging
disabling cultures.
Haydon Laurelut (2011) proposes that as systemic therapists, we can have a role, in
questioning and challenging disabling cultures and argues about how psychotherapeutic
literature often links disability with a pathologized condition that leads to poor social
functioning and possible mental health issues and the idea of a “broken person” (Haydon
Laurelut, 2011, p.7). He proposes that since a systemic perspective draws different models and
understanding of disability together it enriches the knowledge and experience of the therapist
and the clients . In addition to the social model, he also talks about the moral model, the cultural
model and the humanistic model, which all contribute to the understanding that disability is a
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fluid concept and because systemic therapy is informed about these models and draws from all
of them, it becomes highly flexible and focuses on giving a positive approach to disability while
strongly advocates not seeing victim-hood as a symptom of impairment.
As outlined in the above literature, the issues associated with the consequences of
disability and impairment are several and it would be presumptuous to think that therapy can
solve these issues, however Haydon Laurelut (2009), proposes that systemic therapy helps client
families view disablement and enablement as part of daily life and challenge disabling ideas and
practices, thus enabling a narrative that is strength-based and self empowering in a fluid
conversational context.
These concepts based on strength and hope deeply resonated with the narratives
described in the following chapters and will be further elaborated, during the discussion of the
results of this study. The following chapter will describe the research method used to elicit the
stories of the respondents in this study.
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Chapter 3: METHODOLOGY

“I think that people who have a condition need to make people know what they are
feeling because if you are not going to speak about it, nobody will know.”
Veronica

This chapter will describe the research method I used to elicit the stories of families of
tertiary level students with disability. I will start by exploring the rationale behind the chosen
research method and how the participants were recruited and continue by describing how the data
was collected, organized, analyzed and interpreted. I will also give space to highlight the ethical
guidelines I adhered to during the study and my self-reflexive process as a researcher during this
process.

3.1

Research Approach
Qualitative analysis sheds light on how individuals make sense of their lived experiences

by casting it in narrative form (Bruner, 1990; Gee, 1985; Mishler1986). This analytic method
was a true match with the aim of this project to explore the depth of the stories of the lived
experience of families dealing with trauma, difficult life transitions and personal journeys into
contexts where they thrived in scenarios, which were new and challenging.
As narrators created plots and chose what to include or leave out, their narrative became
a meaning making structure that needed to be preserved in order to respect their way of creating
that meaning and analyzing how this was accomplished (Ellingson, 2017). Qualitative inquiry
was particularly suitable in this project since the stories of these families were created
interactionally between the different members of the family. In addition to the content of the
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narrative of the different respondents, I also had to pay particular attention to the way the
relationship between the different family members was expressed (Kohler Riessman, 1993).
Who was particularly enthusiastic about describing a particular event and who was
silent, who interrupted who, and how, were all nuances that had to be perceived cognitively and
intuitively by myself and formed part of the embodiment of the narrative (Ellingson, 2017) that
helped me author a meaningful story that I could then connect to the existing theory (Frost,
2009).
This small sample size and the type of inquiry allowed for a deeper relationship between
respondent and researcher and the creation of a collaborative approach (Kohler Riessman, 1993)
which allowed for further interpretative opportunities as I had the possibility of observing the
intimate interactions between the different participants more closely (Frost, 2009).
Substantial theoretical evidence grounded my enquiry, by providing me with a good
orientation around the experiences described by the respondents (Connelly and Clandinin,
1990), which meant that even if the sample size was small, the experiences described resonated
with research both on resilience and disability.
The narratives also resonated with the social constructionist perspective towards
education and child development that proposes that children develop as they master their
experiences in their social context. Authors like Vvgotsky (1978) argued that children with
different abilities need to be brought into the social context and urged educators to build on the
children’s strengths not disabilities. According to this perspective, language and the
relationships inside the child’s context mold a child’s development, and through their
experience with the context around them and the way they learn to relate, students shape their
understanding of reality. Thus language and the conceptual schemes transmitted by means of
language co construct the perception of reality, not only inside the family but also at school, and
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the classroom becomes the place where students master concepts as they interact with their
peers and with the adults around them.
What this study adds to the existing body of knowledge is the richness of the timeframe
in the Maltese context, because the respondent families formed part of the first generation of
families of students with disability who attended mainstream schools. These families, together
with a group of determined professionals, set to change the national educational context,
becoming agents of social transformation (Armstrong and Barton, 1999) that changed the
standard practice in mainstream educational institutions saturated with prejudice and lack of
knowledge.
One of the shortcomings of this narrative inquiry was that the very nature of qualitative
methodology posits less clear boundaries between the narratives of the respondents and my
position as a researcher. Thus I had to be careful to discern and reflect about what I perceived
from the stories of the respondents and the narrators’ intentions (Gubrium and Holstein, 2002). I
was aware that my analysis of the respondent’s narrative will be influenced by my personal
perspective and that I had to be careful to triangulate data and apply rigor throughout the
analytic process, because the analytical process is co- constructed between the participants and
the researcher. During this process, I attempted to provide an interpretation of the narrative of
the respondents and a conceptual commentary on the meaning making of the participant in order
to obtain a second order account representing the meaning behind the respondents’ narrative
while at the same time informing myself and linking my work to existing theoretical constructs
(Larkin, et al., 2006).

3.2

Families of adult students with disability
The parent- child relationship is one of the most basic relationships in human

community and in this relationship they each learn about themselves and the other (Paul, Porter
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and Falk, 1993). As the children question why things occur in the world around them, they
explore the mind and the values of their parents and caregivers. Thus children will learn how
things work and then create a narrative around that concept. This narrative will become the
building block of how a child explores the world and for his or her preferences about the way
things ought to be (Byng-Hall, 1995).
Parental responsibility for the child has always been a source of tremendous emotional
conflict for parents of children with disability. Parents who were once viewed as the source of
their children’s disability are now recognized as able to provide enormous change in the life of
their child and parents are viewed as partners in their children’s education and treatment (Paul,
Porter and Falk, 1993). It thus follows that the family unit becomes a key player when exploring
the life narrative of a student with disability.
Thus, the objective of this study was to explore the narratives of families touched by
disability, specifically on families with adult children who were born with a disability or who
acquired a disability in their youth, who notwithstanding the difficulties associated with
intellectual and physical impairment are currently studying at a tertiary level. My interest
focused on understanding the narratives of these families and how together the family members
managed to co construct a reality where these students reached tertiary education. During the
interviews and the subsequent analysis, I was particularly interested in understanding more
about the respondents’ language and meaning making narrative and how these stories
constructed and expressed their perception of reality.
To do this I interviewed a sample of four adult respondent families who have adult
children with disability who are currently reading for a first or second degree at MCAST or
UOM. An open invitation to participate in this study was given to all the adult members of these
families, including the parents and caregivers, as well as the siblings. In order to protect the
anonymity and confidentiality of those who find it difficult to talk about their disability or their
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loved one’s condition, I contacted the respondents via gatekeepers at the disability units in both
institutes in order to make sure that no pressure was put on the students or their family
members, especially because as I interviewed the respondents I realized how difficult talking
about these narratives was for the respondents.

3.3

Instrumentation
In order to acquire the multi dimensional aspect of the narratives of the respondents, I

adopted a multiple level analysis of the data, which allowed me to represent the multiple
meanings of the respondents’ narratives on dimensions beyond the simple content analysis
(Connelly and Clandinin, 1990) and the relational, contextual, imaginary, spatial and temporal
perspectives were considered (Charmaz, 2014).
I used the Single Question Used in Inducing Narrative (SQUIN) technique (Wengraf,
2001), to allow the respondents to freely express and explore their experience with least
intervention from my side. Using my personal experience and contemporary research on
disability and resilience, I constructed a semi structured interview guide (Appendix C), that was
used only alongside the narrative of the respondents, as a means to help the respondents reflect
on their interpersonal relationships and their relationship with their contexts. Though in most
cases, the narrative flowed freely as the respondents recounted their lived experience and
reflected on the meaning of their narrative (Merton, Fiske and Kendall, 1990). This tool was
used occasionally if the respondents were stuck at a particular time of the interview (Kohler
Riessman, 1993).
The interviewing technique was further refined during a pilot study, which helped me
develop an understanding of the concepts of the respondents (Maxwell, 2013) and gave me the
necessary feedback about the formulation of cues in order to elicit the narrative. It also helped
me work on issues and barriers in relating to participants and engage in the use of myself in an
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appropriate way, borrowing from a phenomenological perspective (Kim, 2011). Following this
feedback, the findings from the pilot were included in the subsequent analysis of the data, since
no necessary amendments were made.
In order to capture the dynamics of the relationship in the family, an open-ended
invitation to participate in the interview was extended to all the adult members of the family,
who were interviewed together. This allowed for a richer experience where non-verbal
information about the interpersonal relationships inside the family added a deeper meaning to
the respondents’ narrative (Frost, 2009). In addition, many respondents provided me with other
representations of their experiences such as pictures and newspaper cuttings, which further
sustained the narrative (Kohler Riessman, 1993). This enhanced a collaborative atmosphere that
helped participants become co-authors of a narrative that went into a deeper meaning where the
cultural, transgenerational and historic dimensions were accounted for (Charmaz, 2014).
Narrative analysis was more suitable than other approaches for this study, as it allowed
the respondents to talk together about their story and facilitated communication between them
as they made sense of their journey together as a family (Bohanek et al., 2006). This sharing and
co construction of meaning between the family members had a therapeutic effect on the
respondents as it gave them the space to reflect on their narrative and the transition they had
gone through by retelling their story and listening to each other’s narrative (Kohler Reissmann,
1993). Sharing these stories is meant to have a therapeutic effect on the families as it helps them
make sense of the several transitions that they had gone through and also make sense of their
narrative in relation to their past events and future expectations (Rosenthal, 2003).

3.4

Research Procedure
Since asking prospective candidates and their families to participate in a study because of

their mental or physical disability might raise ethical issues, I was careful to contact only those
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prospective candidates who were interested in taking part in the study and protect the anonymity
of those who were not comfortable discussing their condition. In order to do this, I used
purposive sampling through gatekeepers in order to reach interested respondents.
The gatekeepers selected for this study were the National Commission for Persons with
Disability (KNPD), the University of Malta (UOM) and the Malta College of Arts, Science and
Technology (MCAST). Key contact persons in the disability unit of both UOM and MCAST
were then contacted via a letter of invitation followed by either a phone call or informal
meetings in order to make sure that the ethical and technical procedures to protect the wellbeing
of the students were respected(Appendix A). In addition, in line with the technical and ethical
requirements of both tertiary level institutions, a further approval from the University rector, the
University Research Ethics Committee of the University of Malta and the Principal of MCAST
were obtained.
Potential respondents received a letter of invitation explaining the purpose and procedures
of the study, inviting them and their families to participate in the interview. It is important to
note that the invitation only specified that the respondents had to be over 18 and it was open to
parents, siblings and any significant others that the respondents felt that could contribute to the
family narrative.
Ethical and confidentiality criteria were further satisfied through the use of confidentiality
forms for all the participants (Appendices B). Verbal explanations about the use of their
information and the methods used to protect their anonymity and confidentiality were also given
and also verbally explained prior to the interview.
Once all the administrative and ethical requirements were obtained, the appointments
were set with the family, through a preliminary phone call. Since mobility was an issue for
some respondents, I worked according to the needs of the respondents and all interviews were
carried out in the respondents’ house.
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Transcripts were then compiled and grouped according to narrative analysis (Kohler
Reissmann, 1993). Care was taken to avoid falling into the trap of first order analysis, and I
tried to deepen my understanding of what is happening in the discourse, and keep in mind that
narrative accounts are jointly produced (Misher, 1992 cited in Kohler Riessman, 1993).

3.5

Self-Reflexive procedures
What guided my self-reflexive practice and process throughout the project was the

notion that
… interviews are conversations in which both participants – teller and
listener/questioner – develop meaning together, a stance that gives considerable
freedom to both” (Paget, 1983 cited in Kohler Riessman, 1993 p 53).

Throughout the interview procedure, I allowed myself to be guided by the narrative of
the participants and referred to the interview schedule only on the rare occasions where I needed
to explore the narrative of the respondents at a deeper level or in a different context. I also
acknowledged my subjectivity and embarked on a continuous reflexive process constantly
monitoring my own interactions with the participants (Bishop and Shepherd, 2011), internally
questioning how my interventions will help or hinder the freedom of the respondents when
expressing their narrative (Maxwell, 2013).
Questions and statements were kept to a minimum and used only for guidance and
clarification in response to the respondents’ interactions (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). I tried to
adopt an open and responsive stance to questions in an effort to work as collaboratively as
possible (Maxwell, 2013). A personal diary helped me record my immediate thoughts about the
process and acted as a way to reflect on my interventions during the interview (Schwandt,
2015).
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This helped me separate my personal worldview from the respondents’ and appreciate
how I as a researcher was influencing and being influenced by the interview process (Frost,
2009).
In addition, I also kept open communication with my supervisor, systemic tutors as well
as professionals working in the fields of education and disability and frequently sought their
advice and ongoing feedback in order to reflect on my research assumptions and how my
positioning was influencing the stories I was capturing (Charmaz, 2014; Grondin, 2017). These
conversations also helped me discuss my methodology and the hypothesis underpinning my
work, especially when it came to ethical considerations (Wells, 2011) and also gave me the
opportunity to reflect on my personal growth through the process (Emerson and Frosh, 2009;
Kohler Riessman, 2009; Ellingston, 2017).
During the project, I was also aware of the duality of my position as a therapist working
in the education field and a researcher, and this made me become more sensitive to the
interviewing process by separating research questions from therapeutic interventions, in order to
draw clear boundaries between my position as a therapist and that of a researcher (Gabriel,
2005).

3.6

Data Analytical Strategy
Contemporary hermeneutics suggest the existence of a hermeneutical circle and propose

that we can only understand and interpret the world around us through our pre-suppositions,
which are determined by our culture, history, language and education (Grondin, 2017). These
concepts become particularly relevant when considering the notion that the narratives analyzed
in the subsequent sections contain the co constructed dialogue of the researcher and
respondents, and that narrative analysis was chosen precisely for its acknowledgement that the
respondents will utilize their stories to make sense of their identity and the changes in their
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sense of self over time. This will become particularly relevant when we discuss how the
respondents view their disability and their constructs about themselves and their family and the
family’s relationship with their context (Emerson and Frosh, 2009).
Though controversial, because of the uncertain boundaries to other qualitative
methodologies (Rogan and de Kock, 2005), and difficulty for an inexperienced researcher like
myself, I chose narrative analysis because it provides a highly intense and detailed analysis of
the accounts of a small number of participants, as it takes into consideration not only the spoken
word but also how micro and macro structuring of the narratives intertwine in order to construct
a ‘big’ story out of the ‘small’ episodes and anecdotes described by the respondents
(Georgakopoulou and Fina, 2015).
Following the interview, the recorded data was immediately transcribed ad verbatim and
since I transcribed all the interviews myself, I also included unspoken interactions and my
personal reactions in the transcribed text as they came into my awareness during the interview
(Kohler Riessman, 1993). This process helped me gain insight on overarching themes that
emerged from the respondents’ narrative and also of specific themes that were common or
dissonant in the narratives of the different respondents (Wells, 2011).
In order to understand what were the stories of the lived experience of the families of
Maltese students with disability who had successfully reached tertiary level education, this
narrative was analyzed using a life story methodology (McAdams, 1993) whereby identity and
self-narrative link past, present and future and form a coherent narrative of the respondents’ life
by representing the meaning they give to this experience.
Even though I am aware that this analytical process is the product of the narrative
constructed by researcher and participants (Kohler Riessman, 1993), I attempted to provide an
interpretative analysis to encompass the conceptual framework upon which the participants
made sense of their lived experiences (Braun and Clarke, 2006) in order to represent the
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emotional and cognitive components underpinning the participants’ narrative as well as engage
this body of knowledge with existing theoretical constructs (Larkin, et al., 2006).
As narrative inquiry reflects less clear boundaries between the narrative of the
respondents and my position as a researcher, I had to go through a process of organizing,
analyzing and highlighting the theoretical meaning from the world views expressed by the
respondents, while also taking into consideration the temporal context of the narrative together
with the family’s interactions and my own perceptions in order to create a coherent meaning
(Kohler Riessman 1993; Webster and Mertova 2008; Wells, 2011).
Respondents’ metaphors were also carefully considered in the analysis as they were
grounded in socially shared knowledge and conventional usage (Kohler Riessman, 1993) and
revealed a strong cultural understanding that necessitated a collaboration between myself and
the narrator for interpretation. This gave a voice to my role as a researcher, while allowing the
subjective nature of my systematic reflexivity to be explicit while interpretations remained
grounded in the text (Mishler, 1995; Frosh, 2009).
Another useful reflective procedure was when my systemic tutors encouraged me to
think about how my gender and identity positioned me during the interview process and focus
on how the respondents might be viewing me with my personal appearance, language and
cultural background being similar yet distinct from their lived context. I also reflected on how
my cues, prompts and summaries of what was being said contributed to the narrative being
created and reported in my work (Hertz,1997; Ellis and Bochner, 2000; Etherington, 2007).
Borrowing from grounded theory and the constant comparison method described by Dye
et al., (2000), I started exploring the connections within the various constructs to generate
further meaning to the narratives. Comparisons and categorizations (Bruner, Goodnow and
Austin, 1972) were drawn on several levels. Firstly the individual narratives inside the family
were interpreted. Congruence and dissonance between the various family members was sought
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in order to facilitate the both-and approach, which is a key component to systemic perspective
(Waldegrave and Tamasese, 1993; Walsh, 1996). Secondly the narratives of the different
families were compared in order to see if there were common overarching themes that
permeated through the various narratives (Dey, 1993). Thirdly the narratives of the parents were
extrapolated and analyzed in order to see if there were any elements that might indicate
common themes present in their narratives. Finally the narratives of the students were analyzed
again to seek overarching themes between the students’ narratives. The next step was exploring
connections within and between these conceptual groups in order to begin to generate
explanations.
Key experiences and interactions were tapped and the use of memos and tables helped
me create an explanatory narrative that transcended the various narratives and contrasted and
outlined the different concepts and experiences (Merriam, 2009).

3.7

Ethical Considerations
Since studies on disability might include persons with impairments that might be

particularly vulnerable (Barnes 2008), thus I was careful to follow the ethical code with regards
to the standards when working with persons with disability. extra care was used to adhere to the
strict ethical standards following the disability department and KNPD regulations(UOM, n.d.).
Confidentiality and data protection measures were implemented and ensured throughout the
whole procedure. The necessary approval was obtained from the ethics committees of IFT,
UOM and MCAST. Purposive sampling via specific gatekeepers was used to identify families
who were comfortable with such research, as well as to protect the anonymity and
confidentiality of respondents. The participants were described the purpose of the project, the
methods of data collection and analysis and how their anonymity and confidentiality will be
ensured (Hitchock, 2016). I explained in detail how fictitious names will be used and that all
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identifiable data will be omitted from published material (Berg and Lune, 2017). Transcripts
and any recorded material will be destroyed upon completion and correction of this work. A
consent form was also signed by all the participants after it was read and explained, and a copy
of the documentation including pertinent contact details was kept by the respondents should
they need further clarification after the interview (Appendix B).
All participants were informed of their right to stop at any point of the interview (Kaiser,
2009) and refrain from answering questions that might make them uncomfortable. Since
eliciting the narrative of a diagnosis of disability and the struggle associated with living with an
impairment could prove distressful (Corbin and Morse, 2003), I offered participants the
possibility of free therapeutic support should the need arise (Dickson-Swift et al, 2007). If there
was visible distress during the eliciting of sensitive episodes, the research was paused and in
order to ensure their wellbeing, the respondents were again reminded that they could stop or
refrain from giving their narrative even retrospectively if they wished. The research was again
discussed with the participants and if traits that denoted emotional difficulties persisted I would
again remind the respondents of the possibility of further therapeutic support should they wish
for it, in order to make sure that the narrative would not add to their distressful stories (Bishop
and Shepherd, 2011). Though many sensitive episodes were elicited during this study, none of
the respondents showed the desire to stop or showed interest to benefit from further treatment
and willingly shared their stories.
During the interview I tried to adopt a collaborative approach and offered ongoing
validation. I tried to summarize and use similar statements to give feedback to the respondents
that I was actively attending and empathizing with their narrative (Cresswell, 2012). In
addition, in order to foster a positive relationship with the respondents a debriefing conversation
was held following the interview to clarify any unforeseen negative effects of the procedure and
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respondents were again reminded of their right to withdraw from the project even
retrospectively if they so wished.
A final ethical consideration involves the temporal nature of the reflexivity. Though
every effort was made to record transcripts and take note of non-verbal reactions in a timely
manner, there was still a time interval between the interview and the writing of the reflections
about the research. The narrative approach acknowledges that we engage reflexively to
construct our interpretation of the respondents’ narrative, however there is always an element of
hindsight since this is done retrospectively and this might give rise to new experiences over
time that again effect the reconstruction of our identity and the narrative being created during
analysis (Bishop and Sheperd, 2011). Again, by being aware of this factor and the possible
influence on my work another ethical parameter needs to be taken into consideration.

3.8

Reliability and Validity
A triangulation process (Smith 1996), was used to ensure the reliability and validity of

this project, whereby the findings permeating from the analytical procedure where viewed in the
context of contemporary research on resilience and disability. This was done in an attempt to
ground the findings and build on the existing body of knowledge by eliciting similarities and
differences arising because of the divergence in context and time. I also adopted a pilot
interview (Kim, 2011), that gave me feedback, which I later discussed with my supervisor and
further ensure the appropriateness of the methodology I adopted (Merriam, 2009).
A collaborative and trusting relationship with the respondent families, was an important
component in this work (Connelly and Clandinin, 1990), as I had to strongly team up with the
respondents in order to learn about their personal and family narrative and to immediately
clarify any misconceptions that would lead to misrepresentation of these stories. This was done
by adopting a position of ongoing validation throughout the entire procedure (Schultz et al.,
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1997) whereby I repeated and summarized the respondents’ narrative in order to ensure not only
that I understood correctly but also to give feedback to the respondents that I was actively
listening to their narrative and empathizing with their struggles. This fostered a collaborative
relationship that was conducive to the respondents feeling free to sharing their narrative openly.
I also attended several peer workshops about research methodology and analysis and
tapped into the expertise of my systemic tutors and several colleagues and experts in the local
disability context, in order to voice my concerns and generate further reflections. In order to
further filter the researcher bias, and become more aware of the internal process I experienced
through this experience, I closely collaborated with my supervisor and tutor and elicited the help
of a colleague systemic therapist to generate other perspectives on the transcribed material and
my analysis (Lowe, 2000). These extra measures were particularly helpful as they made me
aware of the effect the respondents’ narrative was having on my personal growth and
consequently enriched the co construction of the narrative I was studying.
The process of personally transcribing the interviews a few days after the interview,
helped me revisit and get in touch with any processes which I might have missed and gave a
deeper meaning to the interview experience. The amalgamation of my personal reflection on the
non-verbal interactions during the interviews also further enriched the creation of the narrative.
Particular to this study was the choice of place in which the interviews were carried out,
which is referred to as contextual validity (Tindall, 1994).
In the following chapter, a detailed description of the transcripts and interview dynamics
will be included in the results section to provide a deeper understanding of the findings.
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Chapter 4: RESULTS

“What truly helped him and my family was not to give up. Never give up.
Having determination.”
Lucy

Meeting these families felt like closing a circle that I had started almost 20 years back,
when I worked as a facilitator. Though I strongly believed in the abilities of the students I
worked with at the time, part of me always wondered whether it would ever become the norm
for students with disability to reach tertiary level education if they had the possibility to do so.
This part of me was genuinely intrigued to learn what helped the respondents excel
academically when statistics and my stories of the lived experiences in the education field, were
often of students struggling with secondary school and sometimes dropping off.
This journey took me into stories of strength and resilience that I had never anticipated.
As I concurrently struggled with my personal health issues, I kept entering these interviews with
a sense of personal defeat and being on the verge of letting go and leaving these houses feeling
humble, energized and motivated to keep working on this project and to share with those
reading this text, the strength of these parents and their children, who together with those in
their context managed to co-construct a reality where they transcended prejudice, ignorance and
physical and emotional impairments. With their simple yet extremely powerful stories of hope
and resilience, each family I spoke to imparted me with life lessons that have enriched me both
as a person and as a professional. It is thus with a sense of humility and admiration that I present
to you these stories.
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Dylan and Lucy
The first family I interviewed was Dylan and Lucy. Dylan is an only child in his very

early twenties and in his third year at MCAST. Lucy is a stay at home mother, married for more
than twenty years to Dylan’s father, who was at work when the interview took place. I had
previously contacted the mother over the phone, before they welcomed me into their apartment
for the interview. The only thing I knew about Dylan was that he suffered from autism and
studied at MCAST.
As I went up the steep staircase that lead to their apartment, I was paradoxically hesitant
about what I would find and whether the interview would be fruitful, yet I was also very curious
and intrigued about the narrative of this family. Unconsciously and unknowingly, I was also
concurrently craving for the therapeutic effect of what interviewing these families left with me,
instilling hope and empowerment to go on. Dylan had the same condition and was roughly the
age of the first child I had worked with as an LSA7 and before I entered their apartment I kept
reminding myself to differentiate between my personal knowledge of the story of the student I
supported, to give way to the narrative of this family. However five minutes into the
conversation, Dylan and Lucy’s story was so powerful, that I was totally immersed in the lived
experience of those sitting in front of me.

4.1.1 Identity stories of exclusion and isolation
Dylan rapidly engaged with me. He oriented me into his story by providing me with a
high tech mike in order to make sure that the voices were clearly captured on tape and
immediately and eloquently described his social life in secondary school as complete crap.
Dylan’s narrative highlighted years of social isolation and emotional pain because he had weird

7

Learning Support Assistant
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and unusual interests. Feeling unaccepted increased his fears and made him feel different.
This did not give him the strength, security and tools to go on and keep trying.
Dylan (about these interests): They can either make you antisocial or you try to
socialize but you don’t have the mindset to do it, and because of that, many people disinclude the person and that might put the person really down, probably cause a lot of
anxiety, and basically make the person’s life a living hell.
Throughout this part of the interview, Lucy sat on a chair a few feet away from her son
and made little effort to intervene, as if she was set to help Dylan achieve catharsis by sharing
these very painful anecdotes, while I felt the need to go with it to sustain such space.
Dylan’s narrative is saturated with the pain of not feeling accepted by his peers when he
was in secondary school.
Dylan: They put me aside
Teenage seems to be the time where Dylan becomes aware that his interests are different
from his peers and this makes him feel very isolated. Dylan’s social life bloomed from
Facebook yet it was likely that he was trolled even in the virtual world because of his interest in
a tv show which was not gender and age appropriate. He describes the reality of going to a
school where he has no friends as his life was a hell hole.
Dylan’s narrative shows he is fully aware that society at times perceives persons with
autism as eccentric and he feels this prejudice as very raw on his skin. Making sense of his
isolation tended to be understood in terms of vivid past experiences, which seems to have taught
Dylan that people can be cruel to those who are different and he learnt to be very hesitant when
approaching someone he does not know. He speaks candidly about not talking to a girl he liked
for many years because he was afraid she would consider him weird.
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Lucy joins in the conversation when Dylan starts mentioning his friends and prompts
him to remember how together they struggled to teach him to be more sociable by inviting his
friends at their house, but bullying seems to have been an issue even in primary:
Lucy: it was a bit unsettling for him. Until he got used to the routine. I have to mention
that he was bullied sometimes.
Dylan: Unfortunately I have to admit it.
Lucy: Yes we have to say it.
Dylan: I can’t remember exactly what happened but I can picture there was one time, I
was with a friend and I asked why it was me who was bullied and not him? I was the one
who got all the shit.
Lucy: I mean, yes, then he had to change school. The change was difficult. Until he settled
down it took long.
In later years social issues followed him even at MCAST, fearing that anxiety would
take its toll, when he would get panic attacks because his classmates did not accept his
friendship on social media.
Dylan: Most of my issues are about the anxiety attacks cause really that is what I feel are
my most biggest issues.
The realization and meaning making of the effects of his condition seems to have
become more concrete in her understanding, when Lucy’s narrative unfolds, by shedding light
on the pain and concern she felt when she saw Dylan refusing to interact with the world around
him and fearing for his future. Concurrently his academic success coloured her story with a
sense of hope. She believed in him.
Lucy: I didn’t accept that you got the potential. I always believed you were a clever boy
but academically … cause of the condition … you know… apparently when he did his o
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levels and he arrived at that part and he got the results. I think there is where I really
realized … He got all his o levels. He did very well.

4.1.2 The development and understanding of parenting roles and responsibilities to
support their son
Lucy’s narrative talks about the reality of a mother who left her job and was totally
dedicated to helping her son succeed at school. The mother also changed her identity role to
accommodate the needs of her son.
Lucy: I dedicated my life to him.
The understanding of the parents’ reciprocal roles started evolving. The father also
started taking direct roles apart from the breadwinner’s traditional role when in later years he is
the one to support Dylan when the subjects become more complicated, while the mother circled
her life around organizing his studies.
Lucy (about Dylan):

I live for him. Not that I don’t love my husband ta … don’t get me

wrong but I dedicated my life to him. More for him. I don’t find time for me. In secondary
it was like that I used to plan when and how he has to study. Plan everything on paper
when he comes home…
Even now that Dylan is older and doing well at school she still worries about him,
fearing he is put aside again. This means that the parental identity role might extend itself to
later years according to the perceived needs of their son. The fear of isolation persists further in
the mother’s understanding.
Lucy: When he is not with me. I will have these thoughts…
Sonya: You still worry about these things?
Lucy: About him… that maybe they put him aside… that maybe…
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4.1.3 Conflicting views about what is helpful
While the mother thinks that externalizing the story would help her son, he feels
ashamed and tends to yearn for a sense of normality. As the interview continued Dylan spoke
about his struggle to mask autism, while Lucy is vigilant to make sure that those around her son
know his behavior is different because he has autism. Tension increases during the interview,
due to this controversy.
The mother’s story features frustration towards the routine aspect of his condition, while
Dylan tends to need to hold on to his routine to make sense of his story. As mother and son
argue on trivial things, it seems that the conversation highlights a relationship where Lucy
guides Dylan too strongly on decisions he wishes to make on his own:
Lucy: You always listen to the same music. See! Look how choosy you are!
Dylan: Actually I listen to the radio when I get bored…
Lucy: Or download some more!
Dylan (agitated): I told you I do that! Don’t keep telling me to do that! I have 35 songs on
my phone and listen to the ones I like.
Lucy: I can imagine.
Dylan: Ok where were we…
Mother and son engaged into a passionate conversation to clarify their position towards
their approach to disability. While part of him is aware of his reality, his anger towards his
disability tends to drive him forward to overcome his challenges, which tends to be congruent
with his mother’s urge for his improvement and not wanting him to give up. At the same time
there seems to be an underlying sense of shame, which he might not yet have come to terms
with.
Dylan: There are many reasons. One of the reasons is that I acknowledge my own problem
and I developed the need, the want, to overcome it.
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Sonya: So you accepted it?
Dylan: Not accepted it. I didn’t actually accept it, honestly the fact that I actually hate
autism is my motivation.

4.1.4 Resilience as a family theme
Following her own meaning making through psychological support and reading, Lucy
transcended the value of thriving to her son by empowering him and reminding him of this
value. In Lucy and Dylan’s narrative, there is a constant theme of not giving up when there is a
difficult patch but continuing to find the motivation to keep going until you make it. The family
co constructs a reality when even though they struggle with the symptoms of autism they do
their best to cope with the situation and go on:
Sonya: But you don’t give up quite quickly… you keep trying…
Dylan: No
Lucy: It’s an exercise. I write down and explain to him. If you give up in life you are not
going to reach anywhere in life. I always give him that example. When we fall down, we
have to get up and we continue with our life…
Sonya: Where did you learn it from?
Lucy: I learned it from the internet … and I used to go to a psychologist as well… She
helped me out and I still keep the tools because she helped me a lot.

4.1.5 Recalling successful stories
The mother tends to support him through recalling success stories, to highlight his
strengths. The family’s conversation takes a positive twist when Dylan talks about his stories of
exception highlighting how his therapist encouraged him in demonstrating his computer
abilities giving a presentation and how by slowly opening up to his school friends on Facebook,
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he learns to interact with his peers virtually and then in the real world. Dylan shows other
abilities from a very young age.
Sonya: So he did a presentation?
Lucy: Yes a presentation. It wasn’t part of the curricula. He did it and wanted to show it to
his teacher… Charmaine(Dylan’s therapist)… invited him to go to university to present it
to her LSA’s. You remember that?
Dylan: Yes I remember it… twice actually
Lucy: One in Malta and one in Gozo … He did very well he was only eleven
Dylan: Twelve
Lucy: Twelve you were
Sonya: … So you have this special ability… he is very very intelligent?
Dylan (laughs): Yes!

4.1.6 Feeling accepted relieves and empowers the family
Entering MCAST is described as a turning point when Dylan feels accepted by his
peers, and his marks soar. His narrative is very positive as he talks about how he learns to
interact with the others because he had to work in groups, which helped him socialize and make
friends.
Lucy animatedly joins the interview and the family narrative becomes populated with
stories of inclusion and success. The mother opened the gate to support her son’s relationships
with his friends by inviting them over to their house. This reciprocally relieved him and his
mother, who felt her son was accepted by his friends and learned to integrate with the others.
Lucy: He had to work in groups for two years and it helped a lot you know.
Dylan: It helped me socialize. I found two amazing friends… we used to get them over.
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Lucy: … and I wanted to know them... I used to treat them as if they were my
children…they got really a good bond even seeing the Eurovision, they came here. I did a
party… ehe.. there was a good contact with them. They accepted him how he is. They gave
him a chance to work and be a leader as well.

4.1.7 Feeling accepted helped the family to form hopes, dreams and fears
When I asked him what was his biggest wish - Dylan spoke at length about wanting to
be very popular. We end the interview about the family’s perspective on the family’s future.
While Dylan has concrete dreams, he is well aware of the possible perceptions of his social
context, yet he tends to have formed a sense of security, which motivates him towards his goals.
Contemporarily, while his mother has hopes and dreams for him, like that of forming an
intimate relationship, she is also in touch with her fears of when he will be leaving home, since
most of her identity was based on supporting her son till now.
Dylan: I want to make my own series… not only in Malta but also abroad. Form my own
studio.
Sonya: Ok. So you have that ambition and you are very independent.
Dylan: Pretty much. Obviously someone would say that someone with a communication
disa … condition, would have it extremely difficult, but in my case it is not like that
anymore. Maybe a few years back but I overcame it quickly and I haven’t had much
backlash. Especially when I went to MCAST…
Sonya: He’s very smart…
Lucy: Yes I imagine him having a good job… obviously a relationship with someone… yes
I think about it
Sonya: Ok … what about you? How do you see yourself when this happens?
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Lucy: (with a broken voice) I will miss him. I will miss him definitely. (Laughs) I will miss
you, even if he goes abroad or he gets married. I will miss you… I gave you a lot of my life.
(Pause)
Sonya: You should be proud of yourself.
Lucy: I gave him a lot and he is part of me. I cannot imagine my life without him, but I
have to. I have to let him go, like I’m doing. I taught him to go with the bus. I want him to
be independent like the others. I need to let him go.

4.2

Adrian and Veronica
Adrian is in his mid thirties and in his final year reading for masters in a highly technical

course. He is the older of two brothers and his parents have separated when he was still a
teenager. Adrian was diagnosed with MS8 when he was in his twenties and his mother Veronica
also suffers from the same condition in a milder form. She is in her fifties and successful in her
career. Adrian had contacted me via email a few days after I was hospitalized, undergoing my
own health struggles and I had to postpone the interview as I was still in hospital.
Adrian and Veronica’s narrative brought difference to my perception of the student
families I was interviewing. Adrian had been diagnosed when he was already in his twenties
and his childhood was not burdened with the issues associated with disability. However his
narrative enriched my perception about the reality that students with disability experience,
because now it also included the story of students with acquired disability. Adrian’s
determination to continue with his studies at such a high level, even though he was aware of the
seriousness of his condition deeply touched me.
Before the interview started he showed the desire to speak to me, before his mother
joined us. I sensed his need to talk about his journey, and I felt that talking about his life would

8

Multiple Schlerosis
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be validating for him, yet I was not prepared for the resonance between Adrian’s story and
mine.
During the interview Adrian opened up about his life with MS and struggles to survive
in a highly demanding course. The strength of his story and the trust he showed towards me
when he spoke about his worldview touched me deeply, as his narrative strongly resonated with
my personal experience going through health issues. It was at this point of my journey into this
project, that I realized how cathartic these narratives were not only for the narrator, who was
given the space for reflection and validation, but also for those hearing these stories who found
congruence and inspiration in these narratives of vulnerability and strength. At this point of the
interview, I followed my intuition and shared with him part of my narrative. I sensed that
somehow the fact that Adrian knew that the person hearing his story was also going through
health issues, helped him feel more open to talk about his vulnerabilities.
The dynamic when Veronica joined us, completely changed the atmosphere in the room.
Adrian s narrative became more positive. His voice went from a notch over a whisper to a
strong and energetic tone. His physical posture changed from hunched and pensive to open and
dynamic.
Veronica brought light and life into the interview. She was cheerful and energetic and
seemed to infuse both Adrian and me with a dose of hope and positivity. Her quote about not
letting disability define you, deeply affected my internal disheartening dialogue and inspired
me to continue with this project. It has become my personal mantra when things get tough.
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4.2.1 Making sense of the relationship between his condition and anxiety as evoked by his
parental conflictual relationship.
Even though Adrian is aware that his father’s psychological effect during his negative
outbursts marked him deeply, intuitively Adrian felt that there was more to his anxiety than the
professionals attributed.
Adrian: … since I was young I always had this problem with fatigue and my neurologist at
the time associated it with anxiety, which yes, probably… but I always felt there was
something not right about me. The concentration … I always had this adrenaline… when I
was 16 my father would throw these tantrums and maybe psychologically this was related.
He talks about a bad seed narrative where he links his anxiety to his negative
relationship with his father. Adrian tries to make sense of his story by reflecting upon the
relationship between his condition and anxiety as evoked by his parental conflictual
relationship.
Adrian: … once there is that bad seed that has been implanted in me, it effects me
psychologically… I don’t know if the anxiety is causing the MS or the MS is fueling the
anxiety… so having the MS fuels the anxiety. When I get anxious the first thing I feel is
my symptoms getting stronger.
The sense of isolation about the experience of the symptoms of his condition is
transpired through his initial description. He feels journeying alone with these internal invisible
symptoms and falls short for words at times to describe them to others who do not live them.
He also relives a sense of loss every time he cannot do something. The practical and
physiological aspect of the struggles of his condition tend to conflict directly with the tasks
expected by the course at times and respecting and responding to the needs of his condition
might be seen as giving up, or not up to it.
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Adrian: Many people they don’t understand... I find it frustrating when I try to do
something I cannot. It is difficult to explain to someone who doesn’t have it what I am
going through…My brain gets inflamed somehow...So nobody would understand what you
go through but me. My tutors want me to be on the ball of my feet and in a stressful
moment, my tutors will make me even more stressed. How the hell do you respond to that?
What do I do in the middle of a presentation? I can’t pick and leave!

4.2.2 Veronica’s presence re-sets the tone
When Veronica joins the interview, the atmosphere in the room becomes more positive.
The mother seems to make sense of the condition in relation to more intense suffering of other
people, as well as to hers. She makes sense of her son’s story within the parameters of this
relationship and to the things it limits him from doing, yet forefronts a positive tone to his
successes.
What struck me as I saw mother and son together was that while Adrian was shy and
reserved, Veronica was positive, confident and strong and I could understand how Veronica’s
strength helped Adrian to cope by encouraging him not to give up.
Veronica: It didn’t really stop him but it is a bit of a handicap, sort of, because of the
tiredness mostly… I feel thankful cause his condition is not a worse one. Ok its not a
little… but it could be much worse especially next to who is really really bad. I have the
same condition and I’m thankful that so far our life is not about that. I realize it stops him
from doing certain things but I think he is doing quite well actually. He’s in the first year
of masters.
This narrative is completely different to what Adrian had said when his mother was not
present and I realized he immediately stopped talking about his vulnerable side. The mother
may set a positive tone to his story, while he may contemporarily need space to share his
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vulnerable side. Adrian may also perceive that showing this side in front of his mother may
possibly disappoint her or reciprocally, the mother may feel that her role is that of
empowerment and instilling hope, to support her son. This made me empathize with his
previous statement that no one fully understood what he is going through even though they try
their best.
Veronica: Disability is not who you are
Veronica tends to define herself and her son outside their condition, but in relationship to how
you deal with it. She focuses on the things she can do as a way to go on and transcend hope to
herself and to her son.
Veronica: … I know that he can have certain difficulties in certain areas but at the same
time disability is not who you are.
Sonya: That’s beautiful.
Veronica: That’s what I think- for me and for him. He might perhaps feel the same.
Adrian: Of course. True.
Veronica: The disability does not make you. It was something that had to happen and it all
depends how you deal with it. Ok we do our best to get along with it, sort of. I say to
myself it doesn’t make me. It might give me certain limitations on certain things but many
other things I can.
Veronica and Adrian strive to co construct a reality where they do not wallow in selfpity, but rather acknowledge things within ‘normal’ parameters, such as admitting to be tired
after a hard day of work, which is beyond the condition.
Veronica: If you look at it as this is not me. This is not who I am!
Sonya : And that gives you strength?
Veronica: Yes it is very interesting. Ehe. it does not define me. I hope Adrian will feel the
same. I hope he does.
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Adrian: I do. Its just a nuisance.
Veronica: And I don’t stay going I have this and I have this and it made me have this. I’m
not tired because I have MS, but because I have been doing a lot of things and I am tired
now, so would other people be. It is just that some people are more tired than others.
Everything does not have to do with MS.

4.2.3 Internalization and externalization dynamics inside the family structure
Adrian copes by internalizing his needs, while Veronica believes that externalizing them
is more helpful. Notwithstanding his mother’s positivity, Adrian felt permission to share a
vibrant narrative of his daily struggle. The complex ongoing requirements of reading for a
masters give little space to Adrian to acknowledge his needs, due to his fear of being perceived
as not good enough by his teachers to undergo this demanding training.
Adrian: I did the degree, but now they really squeeze us. Yes, they really squeeze us and
they really want more, because they require more and you have to read more and I get
tired and lack concentration.
On the other hand Veronica thinks that talking about your needs will be helpful for the
self and for the others to learn about the needs of each individual. She seems to have found that
permission and space to rest whenever she needs, while Adrian is still in process of proving
himself, thus may sacrifice his needs. It is at this point that Veronica intervenes. She speaks
very strongly about the importance of talking and raising awareness as this slowly changes
society’s perception.
Veronica: There is the disability unit now. I think that people who have a condition need to
make people know what they are feeling because if you are not going to speak about it,
nobody will know. I get symptoms as well but my symptoms are very mild. When I tire, I
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get really tired and I rest, and the more people know how you are feeling, the more they
understand…. I feel people have taboos about certain conditions and illnesses.

4.2.4 The understanding of Disability in terms of its visibility
Since disability may be understood in terms of its visibility, this particular condition,
which is more externally subtle, may not be justified in the visible terms to others, thus their
story is intensified by the experience of feeling misunderstood and isolated in their reality, so
their internal story might not be reflected outside.
Veronica: What makes it a bit more difficult is that we have no symptoms that show.
(Adrian laughs)
Veronica: … if you were on a wheel chair or crutches, people would be more sympathetic.
You don’t want to be pitied but the fact that you carry on normally makes it harder for
people to understand. Is it true or are they just making it bigger than it really is? It’s a
good thing that you don’t have symptoms that show but at the same time it’s a draw back.
Sonya: So they don’t understand?
Adrian: They don’t. They don’t (shakes his head).
Veronica: They don’t and I don’t blame them, because unless you feel something yourself,
you can’t really understand…

4.3

Joseph, Mary, George and Jacob
I was feeling more confident when I met this family, as this was my third interview. I

had initially made contact with George via phone, which made me curious because even though
my contact had told me that George suffered from a severe hearing impairment, and I was
expecting he would have difficulty talking on the phone, George sounded lively and as chatty as
any other 19 year old, on the phone. Later on I learned that there is a special setting on the
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hearing aid for telephone conversations. As I went up the stairs to their third floor apartment I
felt very intrigued by the story of this young man.
The family warmly welcomed me in their home and they seemed very keen to share
their story. Joseph is an officer in his fifties, married to Mary, a housewife also in her early
fifties. They have two sons Jacob who is in his twenties and George the youngest who attends
MCAST. All the family is present in the house when the interview takes place, however Jacob,
the oldest, chooses to join us only in the last part, due to various possible reasons, such as being
more reserved or just felt to give priority to his brother, or possibly reflecting how the family
positions him to privilege the other son due to his condition. Nevertheless though his input
would have enriched this conversation., I felt I needed to respect his choice. Instead dad seems
to be the major narrator to voice the story of this family.

4.3.1 Challenges and shock overshadowed the initial joys of becoming parents
Joseph and Mary quickly engage with me and discuss at length the devastating time
when they learned their son was deaf, while George said he did not remember much of what had
happened at the time. George seemed reluctant to talk at this point, it could be because the
father took centre stage, because he genuinely could not remember or his version of what
happened did not match his parents’ and he did not want to contradict them.
Notwithstanding this I could feel the urge to share their distressing story. For these
parents, narrating this story was a validating and emotional process. Joseph frequently burst in
tears as he spoke about the shock, challenges and hardship the family had to go through. The
feedback of their family and doctors, seemed to have helped the couple into awareness of the
disability, which had not yet hit them. Even though times were tough, the parents found the
help and support of their extended family and the medical team.
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As a mother, I deeply empathized with the pain the family described, especially the
father who seemed very emotional, and I frequently checked with the family to make sure the
ethical standards of the project were respected.
Mary: We realized he was not responding.
Joseph: Not us… my mother and sister… because we did not accept it and my mother told
me that my son was not hearing. I told her no! We didn’t believe it!...Even the doctor
didn’t accept it… but he referred us to another doctor who told us he was deaf… totally
deaf! It was a shock! We went through a moment…
Mary: Traumatic!
Joseph: Very!
Mary: You tell yourself how am I going to communicate with him?
Joseph (bursts in tears): But the doctor told us this doesn’t mean all doors are closed and he
told us about the cochlear implant.

Mary: Ahna pero indunajna li ma kienx jirrispondina. 9
Joseph: Mhux ahna. Ommi u ohti. Ghax ahna xorta ma ridnix naccettaw u ommi qaltli imma
t-tifel mhux jisma’. Ghidtilha le Ma. Ma ridniex nemmnu. Anke t-tabib hadha kontra
taghna…imbaghad irreferina ghand tabib iehor u qalilna li ma jismax. Ma kien jisma xejn.
Kien xokk hu. Ghaddejna min mument…
Mary: Trawmatiku…
Joseph: Hafna…
Mary: Imbaghad trid tghid kif ha nikkomunika mieghu?

9

Contrary to the previous interviews, the respondents chose to speak in maltese for this interview, thus in order
not to lose from the richness of the narrative during translation, the maltese verbatim text will appear in italics,
underneath the English text
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Joseph: Imma t-tabib qalilna b’daqshekk ma inghalqux il-bibien u qalilna bil-cocklear
implant.

4.3.2 Supportive professionals around the family
The family narrative around the difficult times around George’s surgery and the many
years of therapy that followed, is saturated with a myriad of professionals that not only helped
George overcome his physical difficulties but also gave concrete emotional and practical
support to the parents who were desperate to help their son.
Mary: We found the teacher of the deaf and she helped us a lot. She was very very very
helpful. They really encouraged us to do the cochlear implant because you have to decide
for your son and it is not easy and at the time you had to go to England.
Sonya: You went to England?
Mary: Yes we went to England.
Joseph: Ten times we went.

Mary: Sibna t-teacher of the deaf u vera ghinitna hafna. Kienet vera helpful, helpful, helpful.
U huma stess bdew ihegguna biex nghamlu l-cocklear implant ghax inti se tiddeciedi ghattifel tieghek. Mhix cajta u dak iz-zmien kienet issir l-Inghilterra.
Sonya: Tlajtu l-Inghilterra ghalija?
Mary: Mela tlajna l-Inghilterra.
Joseph: Ghaxar darbiet tlajna…

The novelty of the process, which this disability brought with it, challenged the parents
to form new relationships with supportive professionals beyond the Maltese borders. The
parents establish a strong relationship with the medical team that supports George through the
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procedure and subsequent therapy in the UK and in Malta. The story forefronts the usefulness
of the positive aptitude with which they were supported.
Mary: Even the people you have to face abroad… you don’t know anyone … once we had a
consultation with the surgeon and Claire the audiologist…
Joseph: She had great social skills.. really… and she really knows how to approach you
Mary: That they know how to approach you is very important….

Mary: Anke in-nies li tkun ha tiffaccja hemm stess.. ma tkun taf lil hadd. Darba kellna
konsulta mal-professur li operah u ma Claire li kienet audiologist.
Joseph: Imma ghandha certu social skills.. vera taf kif tiehdok..
Mary: Li jkunu jafu kif johduk vera importanti…

These professionals become pivotal in helping the family come to terms with the
difficult journey of helping George integrate in mainstream school, by concretely involving
themselves directly with the physical and social context of the child. This oriented the family
and the educational system, trough direct modeling to the needs of the child and reciprocally the
educational contest responded well to such feedback.
Joseph (about Claire): She would go in the classroom to see how they were doing the
lessons. Once she went in, and the teacher was doing a normal lesson and she came out all
flushed and angry!
Sonya: Why?
Joseph: She complained heavily that the acoustics of the classroom were not right and this
was important for deaf children. George couldn’t do lip reading and eye contact. She
complained that the chairs had no stoppers and the curtains did not insulate the sound
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enough… They are little things but they make a lot of difference… when we told the
school they did it immediately.

Joseph: Kienet tidhol fil-klassi biex tara kif jghamlu l-lessons u dahlet fil-klassi u t-teacher
qed tghamel lesson normali, u harget wicca ahmar u irrabjata,
Sonya: Ghaliex?
Joseph: Bdiet tghajjat maghna ghax l-acoustics tal-klassi ma kinux kif suppost. U kienu
importanti hafna ghat-tfal deaf. L-eye contact u l-lip reading ma setghax jghamlu. U kienet
indunat li s-siggijiet ma kellhomx stoppers, purtieri mhux tajbin minhabba l-hsejjes, hafna
affarijiet zghar imma li jghamlu d-differenza. Imma imbaghad meta tghidilhom jghamluhom.

4.3.3 A supportive academic context
The role of the teachers did not limit itself to the academic needs of the child, but also to
provide a cathartic space for the parents, through their difficult experience.
Mary: When he used to go to pre-kinder we found a lot of help!
Joseph: Yes we found a lot of help! There were 2 teachers. I used to burst in tears in front
of them and they really accepted us. They were like saints for us and referred us to the
teacher of the deaf.

Mary: Dak iz-zmien konna morna l-prekinder u sibna hafna ghajnuna.
Joseph: Iva sibna hafna ghajnuna. Kien hemm zewg teachers. Infqajt nibki quddiemhom u
vera accettawna. Vera kienet qishom qaddisa ghalina. Irreferewna ghand l-ewwel teacher of
the deaf.
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The parents seem to have trusted to be led by the work of the LSAs, teachers and the
teachers of the deaf from pre-kinder to secondary school, as a major source of support.
Joseph: we always had good professionals...thank god we always had excellent LSA’s from
primary to secondary.
George: They helped me a lot.
Joseph: The teacher of the deaf that followed him from year 4 to form 5 always relied on
them.

Joseph: Dejjem kellna professjonisti tajbin.. Thank god dejjem kellu lsa ahjar min ohra millprimarja sas-sekondarja.
George: Ghenuni hafna.
Joseph: It-teacher of the deaf li kien ghamel min year 4 sa form 5 kien serrah fuqhom.

4.3.4 Scouts and the sports team
The family’s context is further enriched with George and Jacob joining the Scouts and
the sports team. The leader’s trust in their son, supported George to believe in his son. While
the sports team provides George the opportunity to excel and the possibility of playing abroad,
Scouts teach him discipline and independence and to excel in areas in which his parents would
push him, such as George leading the annual national scouts parade as a drum major.
Joseph: I really admired him because of the drum major! They gave him an opportunity
and I told them how will you put George because of his problem? But the leader trusted
him. (Joseph bursts in tears)

Joseph: Jien vera nammirah ghax dik tad-drum major! Tawh l-opportunita u jien ghidtlu kif
se tqabbad lil George minhabba l-problema? Imma l-leader jafda fih.
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4.3.5 The hope of external professionals transcended and empowered the father
While Joseph is in touch with his realistic fears as an apprehensive father, the leaders
encouragement sustains his trust in his son and transcends his fears. Simultaneously this gives
George space to see it as a new opportunity.
Joseph (talking about an opportunity to play abroad with the sports team): I was worried he
was going to travel alone and I tried to make him change his mind. Then the scout leaders
told me why are you making him lose such an opportunity? And I bit my tongue and said
they’re right.
George: I don’t mind going. It’s true I never travelled alone but I try. I‘ll make it.

Joseph: Jien inkwetajt ghax kien sejjer wahdu. Ippruvajt inhassarlu imma imbaghad milliscouts qalluli li jekk ha tigih opportunita se ittelliefilu? Imbaghad nigdem ilsieni u nghid
veru.
George: Jien ma niddejjaqx immur. Veru ma nafx insiefer wahdi imma nipprova.

The father seems to be encouraged by his son’s progress also, but he reflects about the
hard repetitive work of encouragement, that he might feel burdened with. The better the child
does, the more the father believes in his son’s potential and pushes him to do even better.
Joseph: He gave me a lot. He taught me not to give up. He really doesn’t give up.
Sometimes he makes me mad. Mostly about school. I tell him. I show him those who made
it. I believe he can make it. But I always have to tell him. It s not easy. He has to work
hard!
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Joseph: Tghani hafna. Li ma tridx taqta’ qalbek. Hu vera ma jaqtax qalbu. Xi kultant
iqabbizomli fuq l-iskola l-aktar! Nghidlu. Jien nurih stampi ta nies li waslu. Illum il-gurnata
nemmen li jista’ jasal. Imma irrid noqoghod nghidlu. Naf li mhux facli. Imma irid jirsisti.

While the father focuses on extra-curricular activities, to support his son’s potential, the
mother seems to privilege schooling, on which she voices her concerns. They seem to have
split their roles to focus on different areas to support their son. On the other hand Mary does not
share the men’s enthusiasm about extracurricular activities and focuses on pushing George to
study.
Mary: I’m afraid he’s not studying enough ... I always push him to study. Ok he goes to
scouts and here and there, but then he has to stop and focus on his studies.

Mary: Qed johodha at ease u jien dejjem nishaq biex jahdem. Kuntenta li jmur l-iscouts u li
jmur l hawn u li jmur l hem. Imma imbaghad jrid jghamel stop u jiffoka fuq l-istudju.

The parents are also aware that they might have neglected the needs of their other son
son and stress that even though there was a time when they were carried away by George’s
needs, they made an effort to share their resources equally between both boys. Nevertheless,
they feel that Jacob perceives that he was less privileged.
Mary: There was a time I was with him all the time and at the same time I have to take
care of his brother. There was another boy and we had almost abandoned him.
Joseph: I think that that was where we went wrong, and he (Jacob) still says that his
brother is the favoured one, but I don’ t think it is like that. I value them both the same,
but I give this one more importance because of fear.
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Mary: There was a time where we all seemed focused on him, and this gave him confidence
and that thing that I am the first. Then we stopped this and we told him you are not the
only one. There is your brother as well, you have to share with him.

Mary: Kont inkun il-hin kollu mieghu u fl-istess hin irrid nghati kaz lil huh. Kien hemm tifel
iehor u kwazi kien hemm hin li abbandunajnieh.
Joseph: Nahseb li hemmhekk inqasna, u ghadu sal lum jghid li hu qisu l-ippreferut. Ma
nahsibx li hu hekk ghax nistmaghhom it-tnejn imma dan naghtih aktar importanza ghax
tibza.
Mary: Kien hemm habta kulhadd qisu iffukat fuqu kien u rabba qisu kunfidenza u dik li jien
l-ewwel. Imbaghad konna zammejnielu u ghidnielu mhux int biss. Hawn huk ukoll. U have
to share with him.

4.3.6 Family resilience and pride for George’s achievements
A theme that becomes evident throughout the interview is that the family is very proud
of George’s accomplishments as they feel his success is the outcome of their effort. The need to
transcend this to other families comes across. The father’s beliefs and stories about disability
and disabled people seems to have shifted in light of his son’s achievements. When they look
back on their journey they do it with a sense of accomplishment as they are aware that they
worked a lot to reach this point and would encourage others not to give up in front of their
child’s disability.
Joseph: It’s not only about the deaf but I believe that there are people with disability who
can give their day’s work like everyone else… I believe they should be given the
opportunity. I believe we can make it... I believe that there are a lot of people who are not
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aware that people with disability have great abilities and that they can impress you. I
believe George has achieved a lot.

Joseph: Mhux bil-fors ghax huma deaf, imma jien nemmen li hemm certu persuni b’dizabilta
li kapaci jaghtu l-gurnata tax-xoghol daqs haddiehor. .. jien nemmen li ghandhom jinghataw
l-opportunita. Jien nemmen li naslu….Nahseb li hawn hafna li m’ghandhhomx awareness li
persuni b’dizabilta ghandhom abilta kbira u jimpressjonawk. Jien inhoss li George wasal
hafna.

4.4

Ralph and Jane
This was the last family I interviewed, yet none of the other stories prepared me for the

strength of this narrative, and how deeply it would touch me. Before the interview, I had briefly
spoken on the phone with Ralph, who is 20 years old and studying for a business degree. His
mother Jane is married to his father Mark, who frequently travels abroad for work and was not
present for the interview. Ralph is the youngest of three children. His two older sisters are in
their twenties and were not present for the interview, due to work commitments during the time
of the interview. Jane and Ralph welcomed me in their home for my last interview and a few
minutes into their narrative, I was totally captivated by the strength of their journey.

4.4.1 Making sense of the paradoxical experience at school
At first Ralph and Jane seemed lost where to start, so encouraged them to start from
where they felt was the beginning, I chose to start the interview with where they felt was the
beginning and not work retrospectively from the present day because I felt it would help me
understand the respondents narrative more coherently from a chronological perspective and it
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would also help the respondents’ as they co constructed their narrative, as they had a starting
point they could refer to and then work backwards or forward in their narrative.
Jane spoke about her experience when Ralph entered school. Experience with the
school educational context was paradoxical for the mother. On the one hand there was the
Headmistress’s prejudiced understanding of disability, who seemed to hold a grudge towards
including disabled children in mainstream schools, by failing to acknowledge her son’s needs.
Contemporarily the mother experiences the teachers as compassionate and inclusive in
the way they related to him. Ralph was still in the initial stages of forming his understanding
towards his condition, thus struggled to make sense of her attempt to minimize his needs.
Jane: I had a problem because the headmistress did not help me. She used to hide his
papers because she didn’t want them. She didn’t want them in any way to be mixed with
normal children. (gets angry as she talks)… In other schools there were no issues, but here
she didn’t want them at any cost! She didn’t want to do a room for his needs. Nothing.
Nothing…The teachers loved him but when she would see him, she would tell him “walk
straight.” That’s what she used to tell him “walk straight”….

Jane: Kelli problema il-headmistress ma kientx tghinni. Kienet tahbili il-karti ghax ma
ridithomx. Ma ridithomx bl-ebda mod jithalltu mat-tfal normali… skejjel ohra kienu qabdu
sewwa. Hawnhekk ma ridithom b’xejn. La ridithom jghamlu kamra biex jghamel ilbzonnijiet tieghu. Xejn. Xejn… it-teachers kollha kienu jhobbuh u hi kif kienet tarah “imxi
dritt”. Dak li kienet tghidlu “Imxi dritt!”

Ralph: When I used to go to her office, she always used to try to make it seem as if I had
nothing, and I had to be treated like the others and I at the time… I didn’t see the
disability because I was young…I didn’t realize.
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Ralph: Kont immur fl-office taghha u kienet dejjem tipprova kemm jista jkun iggibha li jien
m’ghandi xejn, allura irrid nigi trattat ezatt bhall … u jien dak iz-zmien… f’ghajnejk iddizabilta ma tarahix ghax tkun zghir.

4.4.2 The initial shock stole the parents’ dreams for their son
News giving by the medical team predominantly focused on deficits, rather than
strengths of the child, thus set the initial tone for this family’s story about their understanding of
their son’s disability. The initial shock of the immediate health issues at birth, accompanied
with the news delivered by the doctors, took away the parents’ initial hopes and dreams, which
a birth of a child may bring with it. The mother needed time and secluded herself to deal with
the shock, blame and shame of the news, while the father may have felt that his dreams to pass
on his trade to his only son were shattered.
Jane: When he was born, they operated him the same day. He had a 6 hour long operation
when he was only a few hours old…. then they told us he was not going to walk like his
sisters… the worse part was that there was a doctor who told my husband his son was not
going to do anything, he will be a cabbage…. Those were daggers for my husband who
always wanted a boy so he could pass him his trade. My husband took it very badly…
After the operation Ralph spent another 4 weeks in intensive care…

Jane: Meta twieled dak in nhar stess operawh. Dam xi 6 sieghat fuqu tat-twelid. Kellu ftit
sieghat.. imbaghad qalilna li mhux se jimxi bhal hutu ghax ghandi 2 bniet qablu, pero l-aktar
wahda vili, kien hemm tabib u lir-ragel kien qallu dat-tifel kabocca. M’hu se jghamel xejn,
semplici kabocca. U dawk stalletti kbar ghax ir-ragel tieghi dejjem xtaq li jkollu tifel biex
jghaddilu x-xoghol tieghu u hassha hafna… wara l-operazzjoni ghamel 4 gimghat l-scbu…
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Jane: I used to feel those words like daggers in my heart. I spent 3 months locked inside
the house. I didn’t even want to take my girls to school.
Sonya: Why?
Jane: Because I was depressed. I felt his disability was my fault.

Jane: Kont inhossha stallet go qalbi ghax kont ghamilt 3 xhur id-dar. Ma kontx inkun irrid
nohrog minn hawnhekk. Qas kont inkun irrid intella t-tfal l-iskola. Dejjem maghluqa hawn
gew.
Sonya: Ghaliex?
Jane: Ghax ghamilt depression u kont nghid li tort tieghi li gralu.

4.4.3 A happy childhood
For most of Ralph’s childhood, Jane tries to shield her son from the extent of his
disability by offering a story which was pertinent and made sense for his age. It took its
appropriate course for Ralph to form a more coherent story about the meaning of his disability.
Jane: When he was little… I used to tell him you have a bump.
Ralph: I was not fully aware of my disability and I spent a long time thinking I had hit my
head on the tap in the yard and I convinced myself of this. Thus when someone asked me
something I would tell him I had fallen and hit my head on the water tap in the yard… I
think it helped me a lot. The fact that you are naïve… when you are little helps you.

Jane: Meta kien zghir kien jistaqsini x’ghandu kont nghidlu ghandek gundalla.
Ralph: Dik ohra tant ma kontx aware ghal kollox mid dizabilta tieghi li ghamilt zmien twil
konvint li kont ilqat rasi mal-vit fil-bitha u kkonvincejt ruhi li biha saret il-haga. Allura
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leteralment meta xi hadd jghidli xi haga nghidlu ghax darba kont hbat rasi mal-vit talbitha… I think it helped hafna, il-fatt li tkun naïve minnha l-haga ghal bidu tghinnek,

Though somewhat peripheral, her husband seems to have bypassed the professional
feedback and trusted in his son’s abilities, by providing him the opportunities to learn and
experience a normal childhood. The support of extended family members consolidated the
process further. Ralph reaches all the developmental milestones including physical activities
like riding a bike, that the medical profession anticipated he wouldn’t.
Jane: They told us he couldn’t drive a bike but when he was 6 his father bought him a bike
and I told him why did you buy it? They told us he can’t ride a bike! He said we try… so
he used to take him to the field and his uncle taught him how. At 6 he was riding the bike.
And in the worst part of the field!

Jane: Fil-laqgha kienu qalulna li qas jista jsuq rota. U ta 6 snin missieru kien xtralu rota.
u ghidtlu dik xi xtrajtielu tghamel? Qalulna li ma jistghax isuq rota! U qalli u issa mhux
nippruvaw… ghidtlu hi ghallmu int ghax jien ma nafx… u kien imur jiehdu l-ghalqa, ghax
ghandna l-ghelieqi hawn isfel… kien qabbadielu zijuh u ta 6 snin qabad isuq ir-rota.
U go l-ghalqa ta! Fl-aghar bicca!

The mother enjoys narrating her son’s childhood within a sense of normality, doing the
things his cousins did. She seems to be relieved at seeing her son integrate fully and transcend
the challenges of what might his condition have presented. She also describes the reciprocal
affection by his cousins, who also did not seem to be stopped by his condition.
Jane: It was normal. He played with his cousins. It didn’t do any difference. He would play
with them and run with them. He would jump and frighten me that he would hit his head
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or his back next to the wound… When he did something bad, he would get punished like
the others, because he was the only boy amongst all the girls. (laughs). He came after 4
girls and they really loved him.

Jane: Normali. Jilghab mal-kugini. Ma kientx tghamel differenza qas xejn ghax kien ikompli
maghhom u jigri maghhom. U jaqbez u joghla li tbezzaghani meta kien jahbat rasu jew
dahru ghax dahru fejn ghandu l-ferita tghidx kemm iwegga. Ghadu sal- lum hemmhekk
ibati hafna. Dik biss li kienet tbezzani ghax il-bqija. U jghamel xi haga hazina hu kien
jehel ghax kien tifel qalb il-bniet. Laughs… wara 4 bniet gie hu u tghidx x'kienu jghamlulu!

4.4.4 Forming an initial understanding of the self in terms of external support and
bullying
Ralph tended to initially form an understanding of the self in terms of his experiences of
bullying from his schoolmates, as well as in terms of the support he received by others, like his
LSA. This made it harder for him to see, acknowledge and internalize his own achievements
and successes, to be able to form the self-esteem he needed. Awareness of his physical
limitations took the stage, which led to strong repercussions on the way Ralph perceived
himself and changed his personal narrative and meaning he gave to the way he looks at things.
He was somewhat giving up for a while.
Jane … Then the children started picking on him because he had a helper …He had a good
LSA that worried a lot for him and took good care of him.
Ralph: But that was a problem! I started thinking that what I had achieved was not with
my ability but because I was helped. I could not excel in sport because of my disability.
The only thing I could take pride from, I thought I obtained it because of other’s help, so I
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couldn’t take pride even of my mental aptitude… so I used to say Ok. And I didn’t care
about anything…

Jane: ….Imma imbaghad kemm it-tfal bdew jaqbdu mieghu ghax kellu l-helper mieghu u
mhux ma haddiehor… Kellu lsa tghidx kemm kienet tinkwieta u tiehu hsiebu
Ralph: imma dik kienet il-problema li kont nahseb li what I achieved ma kienx bis sahha
tieghi imma bis sahha ta haddiehor li kien madwari u kont dahhaltha f rasi li ovjament
kelli physical disability allura ma kelliex cans fl-isport. Dik diga hazina.
haddiehor kien qed jghidli li bis-sahha ta haddiehor jigifieri lanqas f mental aptitude
ma stajtx ikolli pride allura kont nghid ok… allura ma kontx nghati kas.

Jane describes the paradoxical experience of her son at school. On the one hand she
was not expectant of his peers’ love for him. Simultaneously, secondary years were symbolized
with bullying experiences, which tended to impact on shaping Ralph’s negative self-perception,
yet his LSA’s belief in him was felt as supportive.
Jane: They used to love him. I used to be surprised by how much the children in his class
used to love him…
Sonya: So you had a good relationship with them?
Ralph: Yes
Sonya: Secondary school as well?
Ralph: Yes… there were some bullying episodes. Not many. You can count them on your
fingers, but you feel it a lot. I used to feel really bad… by form 2 I started thinking I was
not good at school.
Sonya: … You think this happened because of the bullying?
Ralph: It was. I did not feel accepted because I felt they looked at me in a different way.
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Jane: Actually he started having a bad relationship with his LSA… She used to worry a
lot.
Ralph: She was one of the first few people that used to feel I had potential.

Jane : Kienu jhobbuh. Kont niskanta ta class a tghidx kemm kienu ihobbuh…
Sonya: Kellek relazzjoni tajba jigifieri maghhom?
Ralph: Iva
Sonya: Tas-sekondarja ukoll?
Ralph: Iva.. kien hemm naqra. Ma kientx daqshekk imma tghoddhom fuq subghajk, imma
thossha hafna.
Kont inhossni hazin… form 2 kienet dahlitli go rasi li jien mhux tajjeb ghall-iskola.
Ralph: It was. Ma kontx inhoss li jien accettat u ghax kont … kont inhoss li qed jarawni
b'mod differenti.
Jane: Fil-fatt ghalhekk imbaghad beda jtiha mill-aghar kelli l-lsa. Ma jghamilx il-homework.
Kont nghidlu li tghamel ghalik u kienet tinkwieta….
Imma int kapaci tghamilha ghaliex ma tghamiliex? U jhalli l-homework
Ralph: She was one of the first few people li kienet thoss li kien hemm xi haga go fija.

4.4.5 Forming self confidence might have necessitated more risky behavior
Ralph may have felt the need to express himself through more risky behavior, to prove
himself that he can make it within his own capabilities. This reciprocally might have concerned
the mother due to the dangers, which this might have entailed.
Jane: He rode his bike from here to Birzebbugia and on his way back he took the longer
road to Hal Far. It was really dangerous and I thought a car would hit him and I ended up
tying his bike with a chain.
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Jane: U min hawn mar sa Birzebbugia u meta gie lura mar idur min naha ta Hal Far.
Sa spiccajt norbotlu r-rota bil-katina. Ghax bdejt nibza li se ittajaruli xi karozza.

4.4.6 Making sense of a challenging spirit
Ralph seems to take life in trying new things, which he found them as helping him to
cope, by increasing a sense of thrill and adventure, while acting as a way to form new stories.
This narrative makes me very curious to understand what meaning Ralph and his mother
gave to this, because I felt these adventures were not only dangerous but also physically taxing
and very painful for someone in Ralph’s position.
Ralph: You have to find a way to cope with these things. Its much easier to change the
narrative of things when you are young. For me these are new stories, new adventures.
Even if I turn a different road on the way home. I see it with awe and I say wow! It was
always like that for me.

Ralph: Ghax b'xi mod trid tikkopja ma l-affarijiet. Its much more easier li tbiddel in-narrative
ta l- affarijiet meta tkun ghadek zghir. Ghalija dawn huma new stories, new adventures.
Anke jekk illum qed indur din it-triq u imbaghad qbadt triq gdida. Nghid wow!
new adventure. It was always like that jigifieri.

4.4.7 Resilience as a family narrative
Jane seems to make sense of their combative spirit in their wider family context, through
giving examples of stories of other family members who strived through their physical
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challenges. The closer one is that of his dad, who not withstanding the physical limitations
pursued his financial provider role.
Jane: His father is like that. They amputated his legs and he still drives trucks. At 51, they
amputated both his legs but he is tough. They say even his grandfather was like that….
Sonya: Is this fighting thing a family trait?
Jane: (Laughs) I think so! Even his grandmother raised 3 boys on her own.

Jane: Nahseb missieru stonkuz bhalu, ghax b'saqajh maqtugha u jsuq fuq it-trakkijiet. Ta 51
qatawlu saqajh missieru stonkuz u jghidu missieru ukoll hekk kien.
Ghax missieru, nannuh, kien miet zghir. Hallihom zghar lilhom.
Sonya: Hija xi haga tal-familja tiggieled?li
Jane: Nahseb! Ommhom (Ralph's paternal grandmother) rabbiethom tlett subien wahedha,
ir-ragel tieghi.

4.4.8 Education as a priority
Jane gives a strong importance to education, which was perceived by Ralph as a main
priority.
Ralph: When I was young my mother always pushed me to study… she was very strict.10

4.4.9 Ralph is motivated by his challenges
Ralph’s perception of the way he understands and copes with difficult situations
internally shifted two years ago, by adopting a spirit of defying his challenges. (x’jigifieri ma
nistax nasal!) Ralph seems to get a sense of accomplishment when he manages to achieve what

10

Respondent spoke in English thus there will not be a maltese translation for this phrase
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society was not expecting him to do. This defiant streak in his personality pushes him to prove
that he can make it.
Ralph: Two years ago I realized there was a difference in mentality as I wanted to be the
best. There is no middle way!

Ralph: 2 years ago irrealizajt d-differenza fil-mentalita ghax I wanted to be the best. There is
no middle way, jew top jew bottom. That's it.

Ralph perceives that he learnt to fight from what was transcended from both his parents.
Seeing his mother’s ‘single’ parenting due to the father’s travelling was perceived as a strength,
which served him as a model. Ralph’s hopes and dreams to form a professional self has been
even influenced by the negative perception that some people might have projected on him, in
terms of the limitations of his disability. This has increased his need to prove them differently
and maximized his resilience.
Sonya: What do you think makes you different from the others?
Ralph: Perspective. The fighting spirit is not something which belongs to me only but I got
it from my mother and my father. My mother raised us almost singlehandedly as my
father is always abroad. But I never give up and I keep fighting… My perception is
different and this helps my fighting spirit a lot.
Sonya: Where will this fighting spirit take you Ralph? …
Ralph: … At 25, I want to be a manager so that by 30 I have enough experience to open
my own business.
Jane: He has always been like that!
Ralph: ... People tell you you’re not going to make it. Many children are head strong, but
us with disability, when you tell us you can’t make it, is even more annoying. And you
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start telling yourself (speaks with challenging tone and clenched fist) what do you mean
I’m not going to make it?... They tell you are not going to make it. I tell them wait and see!

Sonya: X'tahseb li jghamlek differenti min haddiehor, dik ix xi haga li tghinnek tirnexxi
Ralph?
Ralph: Pero jien dejjem kont ma naqtax qalbi u nibqa niggieled… Il- perception
tieghi dejjem kienet differenti u tghin hafna fil-fighting spirit.
Sonya: Din il-fighting spirit fejn se twasslek Ralph? Kif tara lilek innifsek hames snin ohra?
Ralph: Ta’ 25… jew ikun wasalt ghal manager jew inkun close biex insir manager. Biex ta’ 30
inkun gibt bizzejjed esperjenza biex inkun nista niftah ghal rasi.
Jane: Dak min dejjem hekk.
Ralph: In-nies jghidulek mintix se tasal. Hafna tfal ghandhom rashom iebsa.
Allura jekk lilna li ghandna dizabilta tghidilna li ma tistax tasal hija hafna aktar annoying.
U tibda tghid x'jigifieri m'inix se nasal?
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Chapter 5: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

“He gave me a lot. He taught me not to give up. He really doesn’t give up. Sometimes he
makes me mad. Mostly about school. I tell him. I show him those who made it. I believe
he can make it. But I always have to tell him. It s not easy. He has to work hard!”
Joseph

The above quote from Joseph, Mary and George’s interview shows part of an intricate
family pattern where resilience is transmitted and bounced back through the generations. Such
patterns are present in all respondent families and will be further elaborated. In this chapter I
will discuss the narratives presented in the previous chapter, in the light of existing research and
previously mentioned conceptual frameworks and attempt to show possible theoretical
constructs that could explain the dynamics occurring in these families.
I will start by highlighting the relationship dynamics between the respondent families
and the Maltese context.

5.1.

Re-scripting a narrative of exclusion into a story of hope
Following a government pledge in 2015, to enforce the Disabled Persons Employment

Act (1969)11, the number of persons with disability who are gainfully employed tripled between
2014 and 2015 (Martin, 2016), and it is slowly becoming a norm for young persons with
disability, not only to attend mainstream education (Callus and Farrugia, 2013), but also to find
employment. As a consequence of the social inclusion of persons with disability, the number of

11

The Disabled Persons Employment Act stipulates that businesses with 20 employees or over, must employ at
least 2 persons with disability
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students with disability on the two major campuses on the island are increasing (Table p. 24,
25).
This is a drastic shift from the reality described by Camilleri (1998), who spoke about
how 40 years ago, he was the only person with visible disability on campus. That was the time,
when the norm for families was to hide children with disability, in cellars and or institutions
(Camilleri and Callus, 2001), as it was the norm in the 80’s and 90’s for children with disability
to be segregated to special schools (Burlo, 2010), and survive on the disability pension when
they reached working age (Camilleri and Callus, 2001).
When I speak to parents whose children are attending tertiary education, it is usual to
feel the parents’ pride, but as I spoke to these respondents’ families, there were instances where
I felt their sons’ results meant more to these families than other families. As I reflected about a
theme common to all the respondent families, I realized that a sense of pride and
accomplishment that the student was reading for a first degree or a Masters was universal to all
the families I spoke to.
This made me reflect about how these families had re-scripted a narrative of despair and
prejudice into a story of hope and together co-created new identity stories and family
constructions where the respondent families’ narratives shared an overarching theme of
empowerment and positivity.
All parents in this project spoke with pride and optimism about their son’s abilities. All
were emotional when I asked them about how they felt about the fact that their child had
reached such a high academic level. Joseph burst in tears as he spoke about how proud he felt
about George’s accomplishments and Jane shared with me that every time she saw Ralph
featuring on the promotional material of the college he attends, she hoped that the headmistress
who had given him such a hard time in primary would see it and recognize how much he has
accomplished.
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These present narratives were a stark contrast to the painful constructs of prejudice and
limitations the respondents shared as they described the initial stages of their journey, where
experts in the medical and education fields, imposed limitations and labels on their child’s
abilities. These stories and the positive outcomes they experienced were a testament to the
ability of these families to build meaning making narratives that transcended hope.
These super themes about having a positive outlook towards their future and optimistic
feelings around the academic accomplishments, enriching stories with hopes and dreams, were
also universally shared among the students, with Dylan sharing his dream of working abroad
after he graduates, Adrian and Ralph wanting to open their own professional firm and George
feeling determined to establish himself professionally.
These positive and hopeful meaning making narratives, resonate with the findings of
Taylor (1989), who proposes that having a hopeful perspective when facing the uncertainty of
health conditions is crucial because it fuels the perseverance to take steps to maximize the
likelihood of a positive outcome. This positive stance in the face of uncertainty could also be
one of the driving forces that helped the respondents not give up in difficult situations and is in
line with the findings of Karatsoreos and McEwen (2013), who propose that through a process
known as “allostasis”, the brain learns to regulate responses that allow adaptation to change, as
development interacts with stress and leads to long lasting positive outcomes.
Though I frequently meet students who are optimistic about their future, the passion
with which the respondents spoke about their story and the strong emotions expressed by their
parents, made me perceive a higher degree of optimism in these families, possibly because they
have a narrative where they have already succeeded in overcoming grievous challenges and this
has helped them build a strong and empowering story around their abilities as competent
individuals and families.
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This heightened awareness that through their joint effort the family has managed to coconstruct a narrative that helped them master a challenging struggle, resonates with the findings
of Walsh (2006), Higgins (1994) and Werner (1993), who say that a positive self-narrative and
the ability to cope effectively are created and fostered through supportive relationships.
Bonanno (2004), proposes that resilient individuals do not maintain a steady state of
competence in difficult situations but learn to develop resilient measures as they go through
suffering and learn to hold on to their courage and hope.
This closely resonates with the narratives of the respondents. It also made me reflect
about Jane, Mary, and Lucy’s stories about how these mothers and fathers learned to thrive and
come to terms with the stressful period that followed the diagnosis of their sons’ condition. It
also made me reflect about the relational patterns these families co-constructed with the
community of professionals helping them, especially around how these families’ meaning
making narratives co-created a reality that fostered networking and supportive relationships
inside the family and with the community of professionals and extended family who was
helping them
These narratives also reverberated with Higgins (1994), who proposes that such
processes enrich the families and individuals going through them by developing strengths that
would not have emerged otherwise. Thus the pride for the accomplishments of the child, are
also shared by the entire family who has supported the student and helped him reach his goals,
and contribute directly to making sense of the disability experience.
As a researcher, what stayed with me from these accounts, was the fighting spirit 12 and
not letting disability define you 13. This also reciprocally affected positively my personal
narrative as I was facing grievous health issues while working on this project. The respondents’
12
13

phrase quoted from Ralph and Jane’s interview
phrase quoted from Adrian and Victoria’s interview
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stories of strength infused me with hope and in turn this gave me the strength to keep going
irrespective of my personal struggles.
A universal relational pattern that I observed in these families was that rather than
breaking these families, the physical struggles, the emotional bullying of insensitive
professionals and the difficulty of functioning in a system which at times was rife with
prejudice towards what a child with disability can accomplish, pushed them to tap into their
internal strengths and learn to network to obtain the resources the families needed to overcome
the seemingly insurmountable obstacles they were facing. Thus Joseph learns to network and
travel abroad and bring foreign experts to George’s school to offer him the support he needed.
Jane learns to advocate for Ralph’s needs with the school’s administration and Lucy reaches out
to competent professionals who are able to guide Dylan and provide him the resources to
develop his full potential. Veronica adopts a positive stance that motivates Adrian to face
adversity and liaise with his tutors when he needs help. These findings are congruent with the
work of Hess et al. (2006), who argue that when the families engage in advocacy in their child’s
educational system, it is the first step in creating a partnership between the professionals and the
family, thus increasing the possibility of obtaining better outcomes for the education of the
students with disability. Thus working within and in between systems is a major sources of
strength towards the achievement of a resilient family story.

5.1.1 Coping with the trauma of a disability diagnosis in the Maltese context
Another universal theme that was common among all the families was the strong
storyline around the diagnosis of disability and the importance that each family gave to the
relationship with the medical staff and the therapists helping the person with disability. The
relationship that forms at the time of the news giving, between parents and professionals set the
tone for the story and the relationships which are formed of how to deal with the condition. For
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instance, George and Mary form a collaborative relationship with the professionals helping him
after the diagnosis of his deafness and keep on building on that relationship throughout his
childhood. On the other hand, the insensitive approach of the doctors supporting Jane and her
husband when they received the news, foregrounding a blaming narrative of the professionals
that followed, urged them to adopt a “them and us” approach, which motivated the family to
take pride whenever Ralph reached milestones that defied the limitations anticipated by the
medical professionals. Adrian also, describes how the indifferent approach of his neurologist,
deeply hurt him and made him feel that his doctor grossly discounted the struggles he was
facing. Thus in general, the families experienced the news giving as stories, which omitted
hope, positivity and strength, while privileging what they cannot do instead.
An element common to all four stories was the painful narrative around the period when
the parents learned their child was suffering from a grievous mental or physical condition. In
Mary, Joseph, Jane and Lucy’s case this lead to a period of despair and even depression where
they were overwhelmed by feelings of loss and a strenuous struggle as they had to redefine their
personal and family narrative and learned to accept their son’s condition and adapt to the
circumstances. This means that meaning making is a process, that forms with time and keeps
evolving with the response of the child and the surrounding systems.
These findings are congruent with the work of Jones and Passey (2005), who document
how families of children with developmental delays experience higher stress as they learn to
adapt to the demands imposed by their child’s condition. The parents in Jones and Passey’s
(2005) work, describe a narrative similar to that reported by Jane, George and Mary and even
Adrian, where they felt that doctors at times did not listen and understand them and often
“talked above my head” (Jones and Passey, 2005 p.39). Jane and Joseph admitted to repeatedly
asking the doctors to repeat things over several times because they did not understand what the
doctors told them. Thus the language used not only privileges the negative but also is alien to
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families and is not in tune with their own. Professionals fail to take into the account that
families are alien to medical terminology in general, let alone that of disability, thus simple and
concrete language would facilitate the painful process.
These findings are also congruent with Wright (2008), Steele (2004), Sorgie et al.
(2004), Farmer et al. (2005), Bingham et al. (2012), Kishore (2011) and Feniger-Schaal and
Oppenheim (2013), who depict parents as overwhelmed by shock and grief when they receive a
disability diagnosis and describe similar narratives as highly traumatic since these families
suffer the loss of both the image of the child they have attached with, as well as the loss of their
culturally-defined, imagined future narrative of themselves as parents raising that child.
In addition to the physical and emotional struggles the child would have to face for the
rest of his life, these families also described a story saturated with years of therapy that were
essential for the wellbeing of the student with disability. This reality also brought with it
expenses and the need for the parents to transport their kids to and from therapy several times a
week and learn the techniques so that they could continue the therapy at home too. In addition
to all this, in George’s story, therapy also meant going abroad several times and in Ralph’s
narrative, treatment involved painful and complicated surgeries that were recurrent from his
birth to only a few years ago. This means that the parenting stories of these families differ from
other parenting circumstances and are congruent with the feminist approach (Cook, 1988; Fisher
and Gooley, 2007; Ryan and Runswick-Cole, 2008) that advocates the importance of including
the narratives of the families touched by disability in scholarly research about disability.
All these difficulties contributed to a narrative of loss of hope for the future the parents
had anticipated for their families and their children, and going to an internal process where they
had to learn to let go of what they had dreamed for their child. In Ralph’s case, Jane describes
that her husband was devastated because he had always hoped to leave his business to his son.
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Mary describes she felt overwhelmed because she could not see herself communicating
with a deaf child and Lucy was broken because her son was not interacting with the world
around him.
These findings are congruent with Burton et al. (2008), who show that for parents of
children with disabilities, the stressful narrative associated with the care of a child with
disability was so intense that even their health was adversely effected. These findings are also
congruent with Kelly (2005), who shows how parental narratives around their identities as
parents become an inter-subjective accomplishment and illustrates multiple modalities of the
meaning of impairment inside the context of the family relationships.
The parents in this study were also vicariously re-traumatized, when their children
would suffer discrimination or bullying at school because again they had to adapt to the reality
of parenting a child with disability in a context where mainstream inclusion was at its infancy
and support from the educational system was not always forthcoming (Burlo, 2010).
For the children, the full awareness about the reality of the disability diagnosis came
during their adolescence where they truly felt different from the other children and at times
suffered bullying because of this. As previously outlined, even though the respondents were
slightly older when they became fully aware of their difference, these narratives strongly
resonate with international research in the field (Simenonsson and Simeonsson, 1993; Turnbull,
1995), and more recently Connors and Stalker (2007), who show that the children with
disability in their study, presented themselves as similar to non-disabled children possibly
because they did not possess the language to differentiate themselves from others. These
narratives are also congruent with Carter and Spencer (2006), who compared the results of 11
studies from 1989 to 2003 and concluded that children with disability experienced more
bullying than their non-disabled peers in forms similar to those described by the respondents in
this study, from teasing and verbal attacks to physical attacks and social exclusion.
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Though the impairments related to the disability posed a struggle to these students, what
seems to have truly left a mark on these young individuals with disability was the social climate
in their schools and the handful of students who would bully them and make them feel different.
Ralph and Dylan talk at length about how these episodes made them feel, and though George
and Adrian are more subtle in their narrative, possibly because they are conscious of the
presence of their parents, what truly seems to hurt these students is feeling different from the
norm and having to struggle to do things that for others are easy, like making a phone call for
George or concentrating for a very long span of time for Adrian.
These findings about the negative effects of bullying are congruent with the work of
Farrington and Baldry (2010), who elaborate on the consequences of bullying and also with
contemporary research on the negative effects of bullying on students with disability. Nabuzoka
and Smith (1993, 2003), Yude et al. (1998), Martlew and Hodson (1991), O’Moore and Hillery
(1989) Mishna (2003), Unnever and Cornel (2003) and Carter and Spencer (2006), all point to
the increased risk of students with disability to be victimized and also to the negative effect of
this phenomenon on the student’s stress and academic performance.
These findings also substantiate the argument posed by authors such as Lang (2001),
that disability is also socially constructed (Oliver, 1990). I also believe in the validity of the
feminist perspective that states that pain is also part of disability (Best, 2007; Huges and
Paterson, 2010) and that it needs to also be acknowledged. This made me reflect about the
difficulties created by the social constructs society imposes on persons with disability, and on
the importance of raising awareness, if true change is to occur.
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5.1.2 Co-constructing a meaning making narrative through the relationship between the
family and their health professionals
The relationship between the respondent families and the Maltese medical professionals
who supported the student with disability, also formed a substantial part of the narrative of all
the families in this study and strongly affected the meaning making process the families coconstructed around disability. In all the four stories it was a doctor who first diagnosed the
student’s disability and the tone with which the disability diagnosis was given to the family,
especially the sensitivity with which such strong news was broken to the parents and the support
offered to the family by the medical professionals, proved to be a crucial factor in the
relationship between the families and the medical sector.
In George’s case, though the family reports receiving strong support from the local
medical field and establishing a positive relationship with the doctors, the lack of specialized
help in Malta when George was young, meant that the family had to frequently travel abroad to
receive the help he needed and this put considerable strain on the family system, even at the cost
of temporarily giving less attention to the other sibling. This imposed extra burdens on the
family, not only financial but also physical and emotional. This situation also lead the parents to
adapt to the reality of integrating the professional support, extended from foreign countries into
the local medical and educational context. Therefore familiarizing to new contexts
contemporarily increased fears and infused learning for these families to navigate through
different contexts.
Though in Lucy and Dylan’s case, the help of doctors was beneficial, as a pediatrician
directed Lucy to a good therapist who helped her with Dylan’s autisim, the mother’s needs were
not catered for by the health system. Consequently, the stress of raising a boy with autism took
its toll on her, and mental health problems pushed her to seek the advice of a psychologist as
she tried to build a positive resolve that she could transmit to her son. These feelings associated
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with stress and depression are common among parents of children with intellectual difficulties
and these findings are also congruent with research in the field (Kazak and Marvin, 1984;
Hanson and Hanline, 1990; Beckman,1991; Dumas et al., 1991 ; Reddon et al., 1991; Dyson,
1997; Sanders and Morgan, 1997; Browne and Bramston, 1998; Hoare et al., 1998; Warfield et
al., 1999 cited in Olson and Hwang, 2001 p. 535).
In Ralph and Jane’s narrative, we observe the consequences of some doctors’ insensitive
approach which led Jane to forming a story of blame around her son’s condition and Ralph
growing up in a meaning making process privileging limitations rather than strengths, where he
frequently heard medical professionals posing limitations to his physical activities, which he
often took pleasure to defy. This contributed to a family narrative where the family was proud
when Ralph’s progress defied the doctors’ predictions and where the doctors were not always
viewed favorably by the family. Notwithstanding, the medical field (Appleton et al., 1997,
2008), seems to be aware of the importance of high sensitivity of these cases and strongly
advise caution and respect for the pain of the family when relating to patients with this
condition during stressful times.
The expert oriented modern approach, that seems to be prevalent in Malta about a
decade ago, also had very negative repercussions on Veronica and Adrian’s family because
Adrian expressed strong feelings of anger and helplessness when he talked about how a doctor
ignored his symptoms of MS and gave him medication for a mental health condition that he felt
he did not have.
Though the four families expressed gratitude for the help and collaboration they
received from the medical experts, their narrative is also saturated with episodes, where the
expert approach adopted by the doctors, especially when the children were young, had dire
repercussions on the families and will be discussed further in the final chapter as well.
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5.1.3 Co- constructing a meaning making narrative through the relationship between the
family and the educational context
The respondents’ narratives indicate that a modern and highly structured approach was
also present in the Maltese educational context of early 2000’s, when the students were still
children in primary and secondary school. Their story reflects a shifting culture, pertaining to
disability (Burlo, 2010; Camilleri, 2006; Azzopardi, 2000; Bartolo, 2010). Thus we find
narratives where the teachers, and head teachers were described as highly collaborative and
saints, I used to see her as a saint!, as in Joseph and Mary’s narrative, or in Lucy’s narrative
who felt that the teachers encouraged Dylan’s abilities and were able to see beyond his autism.
Likewise there are also stories of prejudice like in Ralph’s case, where Jane felt the
headmistress did not want to include Ralph in her school, and did everything in her power to
make their life difficult.
What the families found helpful in the construction of their striving was the importance
of a good relationship between the student and his teacher and LSA, especially during the
primary years, because this helped the child thrive academically and increase the mother’s
peace of mind when the child was at school. This lead to a serene relationship between the
family and the school. In secondary years, the relationship with the LSA became more
ambivalent because if on the one hand, the relationship had protective, effects against the
damage of bullying that was prevalent in most of the narratives of these families, the students
also felt different because of the help they received from the LSA. In Ralph’s case this becomes
even more problematic because he starts believing that his good grades were due to the help he
was receiving not to his ability. This directly informed him with a distorted self-identity, where
his achievements were attributed to his external support, rather than to his internal resources,
which impinged on the meaning making process to make sense of his identity.
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This narrative resonated with Watermeyer and Swartz (2008), who argue that feminist
critics of the social model of disability highlight that this model does not give the necessary
attention to the emotional aspect of disability. In the quest for mainstream inclusion that the
social model proposes, these authors point to the centrality of the distortion of personal and
psychological boundaries around disability and the maintenance of alienating models of
relating, which might deprive those touched by disability of the recognition of their subjective
experiences and meaning making narratives. This skewed way of socializing disabled people,
contributes to an internalization of their disability and consequently of the internalization of
their personal marginalization.
Another interesting finding was that when the parents, especially the mothers, perceived
the school environment as hostile, their narrative changes again to a “them and us approach”,
with extreme anecdotes like Jane’s, who told her son to physically defend himself from his
headmistress if she pushed or hurt his shoulder again. This divisive attitude becomes also
present when the child is bullied by other children and the parents and siblings also feel
emotionally pulled-in in order to help the student with disability. Thus when families
experience incoherence this is not helpful in forming a coherent and hopeful story, and is
congruent with the findings of Hess et al. (2006), who advocate about the importance of a good
relationship between the school and the parents of children with disability.
The impact of bullying inside the school context, especially during the secondary years,
was strong in the narrative of the students in the study. In Dylan’s case the fear of bullying and
the threat of social exclusion, were a predominant relational pattern that lasted from primary
years to MCAST. Lucy, who is very close to her son, also experienced the negative effects of
this narrative vicariously and confessed that she still carries strong anxiety that her son would be
bullied even today that Dylan is a young adult.
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What was also striking in these narratives was that in George’s and Ralph’s case, their
physical impairment necessitated the school to take special measures and acquire knowledge
about their disability, that enriched the context of the school and helped subsequent students
with disability who would have similar needs. Thus the presence of these young students and
their parents’ advocacy, to challenged the system to meet their needs, pushed them to become
agents of social change and facilitated the effective introduction of students with disability in
mainstream education, setting the tone and context for other students to come. Thus their story
is not only limited to their family, but is extended and paves the way to other family stories.

5.1.4 Forming Supportive family systems and networks within the Maltese Context
A Nigerian proverb says that it takes a whole village to raise a child (Healey, 1998). The
stories, of these respondents are populated with friends, extended family members, and NGO’s
that supported and enriched the growth of the children. In Dylan and Lucy’s narrative, the
strong collaboration with his therapist helped Dylan learn the useful skill of speaking in public
and pushed him to research and become a young advocate for others who share a similar
disability narrative.
This strongly resonates with the work of Siegel (2005), Rutter (1987,1999), Werner
(1993), Hauser (1999) and Walsh (2006), who strongly link the self-esteem and the ability to
cope effectively even in very difficult situations with strong and supportive relationships.
Siegel (2005), produces strong evidence that interpersonal relationships shape neurological
connections, thus rewiring our brain through these new experiences, while Higgins (1994),
demonstrated that suffering helped individuals develop strengths that would not have emerged
in normal circumstances and showed that these individuals not only mastered adversity but also
became socially active and helped others overcome their struggles which further enhanced their
growth through these efforts.
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In Ralph’s narrative, his close knit extended family, which is typical of the Maltese
context, supported the parents and actively set the stage for Ralph to have a carefree childhood,
where he would play with his cousins and reach milestones that the medical experts had foretold
he would never reach, rather than being burdened with the worries or barriers which his
condition may have imposed. Another key player in Ralph’s family narrative were the other
members of the disability association who would share their knowledge with Jane and support
her emotionally when she felt overwhelmed. Jane and Ralph both speak fondly about the other
members of the association and describe friendships that span over a decade. Thus Ralph and
Jane had the possibility of meeting other families going through a similar life journey and not
feel isolated.
The therapeutic nature of sharing similar narratives and witnessing hopeful stories,
deeply resonated with what I went through during the interviews, as I heard the respondents’
narratives of hope. This offered me firsthand experience of witnessing the effect of sharing.
This re-scripting of my personal narrative into a story of hope and empowerment
following my experience hearing these stories, is congruent with East et al.,(2010) who propose
that relating stories of resilience has a cathartic effect on those hearing and those elucidating
their narratives. These authors propose that storytelling gives the tellers space for reflection,
convey values and emotions and validate experiences thus transcending resilience. In this study,
this process was an effective way for me to gain insight and understanding of the reality
experienced by the respondents, thus validating and contributing to the resilience of the story
teller, the listener and those who read the story once it is published.
These notions around the relationship between the interviewer and respondent become
particularly poignant in Adrian and Veronica’s story, as Adrian’s narrative around his
vulnerability changed when his mother entered in the room. This made me reflect about how my
presence gave permission to Adrian to voice his vulnerabilities while with his mother, he
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immediately changed to a positive resilient story that matched Veronica’s narrative, and I
hypothesized that made this change was because he did not want to worry her with how
vulnerable he felt.
In George’s narrative, in addition to the relationship with the therapists, extended family
and the disability association, the scouts group and the sports club further enrich the account of
the family and encourage George to explore a context that poses challenges that reinforce a
positive self-narrative and encourage and validate the efforts of his parents. Coherence amongst
the different levels of the system is viewed as very supportive in the meaning-making journey of
the disability experience.
It is important to highlight the interplay between the family and its community because
it gives the parents additional skills when dealing with the struggles of raising a child with
disability, and it also puts the child in a context beyond which his parents would push him, such
as the presentations in front of hundreds of professionals for Dylan and being a drum major in a
national parade for George. This is also reflexive of the shift in the social construction of
disability at a community level, where the understanding is being translated into the direct
involvement from different entities.
These findings are congruent with the ecological view proposed by Walsh (2006), Rutter
(1987) and Falicov (1995), that stress the importance of seeing the family in its context to truly
understand the dynamics at play inter-relationally between the family and the different family
members and their environment. In the following section, I will delineate the factors
contributing to the resilience of the respondent families.
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Building resilience inside the family – meaning making narratives and relational

patterns
In the previous part of this chapter, I frequently referred to family narratives where the
us is very present in the family’s narrative and denotes a close-knit family where the student is
supported and encouraged not to give up, not only by his parents, but also by his siblings and
extended family. The resilience narrative is very present in the story of all the respondent
families and during the interviews, I have encountered one or more family members who could
be described as having the fighting spirit to face adversity, who eventually transcended it to
other members.

5.2.1 An intergenerational legacy of strength
A universal theme common to all the families is the resilience that is transmitted inter
generationally and reinforced and supported by the extended family and the professionals that
come in contact with the family. The meaning making process that seems to be pre-dominant in
all the families I interviewed is that when the family faces adversity, they keep going through
their struggles and do not give up hope.
This strong personal narrative was present in all the mothers of the study and though
they came from different parts of the island, and had different backgrounds and diverse
personality characteristics, they all exhibited a strong personal narrative around not giving up
when challenging things happen.
Though the fathers in these families were mostly represented through the voices of their
wives and children, their strength and presence also prevailed in these stories. Even if these
families adopted the traditional roles with the mothers being the major caregivers for the
children with disability, the fathers played the important role of being present for their sons
during difficult times and did their best to support their children physically and emotionally.
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Thus we see Ralph’s father transmitting family narratives of resilience that gave
emotional strength to his children, and teaching young Ralph to fight social constructs around
disability by providing Ralph with family narratives of strength and teaching him to ride his a
bike, even though doctors had said it was not possible. Joseph doing his utmost to support his
family and give the medical care George needed and Dylan’s father becoming a mentor to his
son when he needed extra academic support.
Another theme that was common to the parents, especially the mothers, was not being
afraid to challenge the establishment and to be strong advocates for the wellbeing of their
children. Thus externalizing the story was seen as a positive tool by the mothers, to familiarize
the context with the needs of the particular disability.
These findings are congruent with Roland (1994), who suggests that communication
within the family system and between the family and its context is vital, and also with the work
of Walsh( 2006), Patterson and Garwick (1994) and Patterson (2002), who speak about
integrating resilience theory with the family stress theory and the importance of parenting
abilities as protective factors against adversity.
These measures however, where not always shared by the students, who at times
appeared shy and reserved, even overpowered by the strong personalities of their parents. In
Adrian’s case, his narrative changed completely when his mother entered the room as if he
found it difficult to talk about his vulnerabilities when his mother was present. These dynamics
will be elaborated further in the third part of this chapter. In a more subtle way George also
seemed not as enthusiastic as his father in describing his narrative in a positive light and openly
talked about his struggles both at school and at his workplace and though Ralph and Dylan’s
narratives were both enthusiastic about their future, they also talked at length about the
difficulties they faced and are still facing due to their condition. Thus there may also be an
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underlying need for the person with disability to talk about their struggles in contrast with the
parents’ need to present a more positive story.
This duality of narratives and perspectives made me reflect about its resonance with the
duality of perspectives presented by the disability model and the feminist perspective where
while the disability model (Shakespere and Watson, 2001; Goodley, 2001; Shakespere, 2006),
proposes the social construction of disability, the feminist perspective (Shakespere and Watson,
2001; Garland Thomson, 2002; Gabel and Peters, 2004) highlights the more personal and
subjective element of these narratives and the importance of highlighting the physical and
psychological struggles and emotional impact of physical and mental conditions.

5.2.2 The fighting spirit and the intergenerational transcendence – planting a strong seed
in fertile soil
A metaphor that could describe my reflections around these dynamics could be the
children’s personalities being fertile soil that made the seed of resilience inherited from their
family, flourish and bloom.
The measures described in the previous section seem to denote a recurrent relational
pattern where the mother has a grounded yet optimistic approach towards life and seems to be
the backbone to a somewhat peripheral father who is emotionally committed to the family and
willing to help, yet not as strongly physically present as the mother. In George and Ralph’s
case, in addition to Jane and Mary’s strong and hopeful approach to life, the family narratives
also spoke about a close knit resilient extended family who not only physically supported the
parents at the time of need, but also had a storyline which encouraged the parents not to give up
and fight the odds.
All the students on the other hand, were also described as having a mixture of cognitive
abilities. All the parents said their sons showed keen intelligence even when they were very
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young and a strong personality. The students strongly benefit from the strength and commitment
of their family and seem to be imbued with the family’s positive narrative yet their lived
experience with the daily struggles because of their condition gives them a more realistic
approach towards life, where they are also aware of the physical and social limitations that their
disability poses, which they underlying seemed the need to voice.
Yet, as I reflected on the students’ narratives, I realized that Adrian, Ralph, George and
Dylan all showed resilience and determination to succeed irrespective of their more reserved
approach.

5.2.3 Not letting the disability define you
As I worked on this project, I frequently asked myself what fueled these students’
ambition to prove themselves so hard? How come their story resonated so strongly with mine
and touched me so deeply? I asked myself if this happened because of an element of
transference since I had worked with many families of students with disability and the
respondents somewhat reminded me of my students, or was there something deeper? It was then
I realized that there was a stronger element, which fascinated me in these narratives because it
was strongly congruent with my personality who also fights hard and does not give up in the
face of adversity.
In some of the plots, the respondents, especially the students, use strong words such as
hate, towards their condition and a drive to differentiate themselves from the image of someone
needy of help. I asked myself how come was there this common element of strength and
defiance, and bounced this question around with my tutor and the colleagues helping me on this
project and realized that the common narrative in all these stories, and in a way my personal
narrative as I struggled with health issues, had always been the need to show that they were
more than the label of the condition that was put on them (Shakespeare, 1996; Trent et al., 1998;
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Billington, 2000; Ellis, 2008). Even if their impairment formed part of their identity, it was just
a part of who they were and they fought hard “not to let disability define who you are”, as
Veronica cleverly said.
This realization impacted me deeply because it resonated with how I felt with regards to
my health condition and my fear that others, especially in the professional circle would perceive
me as less than my colleagues because I was sick for many years.

5.2.4 Individual attributes which pave way to a resilient story
These students internal make up seems to be different. Even though the numbers of
students with disability at MCAST and UOM are increasing (see table p. 24 and p.25), many
students do not have the stamina or support network to reach this level, and in other cases
disability is so severe that it affects the students’ cognitive ability. Yet what seems to
differentiate these respondents is a positive approach to life and a sense of challenging adversity
described by Walsh (2006).
Strong affirmative statements like Ralph’s What do you mean I can’t make it?!, and
George’s I don’t give up!, are particularly meaningful and seem to encapsulate this
combination of internal strength and positive beliefs. With these statements, that act like
personal mantras, the respondents make powerful and effective neural connections fostering
determination and hope that resonate with the work of Siegel (2005), and the ecological and
developmental theories on resilience described by Walsh (2006). Thus so many factors and
marvelous complexity sharpened the abilities and the self-narratives of the respondents and their
families and gave them the drive to show that there was an identity story of a strong person with
precious abilities, who could sturdily contribute to society transcending the disability label that
is frequently associated with the stigma and prejudice.
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Parenting a grown up child with disability
While in the previous section I focused on the family context and the challenges the

families overcame as the boys were growing up in the Maltese context of the early 2000’s, in
this section I would like to focus on the findings pertaining to the present dynamics of the
family.
In these cases the mothers live completely focused on the child’s education and therapy
while the fathers supported the family through their job outside of the house. This brought
specific dynamics where gendered issues also came in play. Mary and Jane both reported that
the school administration would be more collaborative and respectful when their husbands
accompanied them on meetings. This pattern seems also to be recurrent in Veronica’s family,
where she said that she tried to help her son to the best of her ability during with his studies.
This seems to denote a mindset where mothers feel culturally bound to be the ones offering
hands on help and sacrificing their career if the need arises, particularly in a disability context.
It is like by staying at home fully focused on the child, the mother compensates for the
disability.
These narratives resonate with Azzopardi (2007) who showed how men tend to perceive
their job outside of the house as their main role. This could be due to the fact that Maltese males
contemporary of this study seem to be prescribed to this role which was prevalent in the Maltese
culture of the time. Thus the fathers in this study work outside of the house, while the mothers
lovingly tend to the children and the house. Both roles are culturally ascribed and constructed
and brought pride and a sense of accomplishment to the respondents in this study, as their sons
thrived and were successful academically thus validating their sacrifices.
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5.3.1 Transitioning to independence may take a longer course
What also stayed with me from these interviews where the strong power dynamics
inside these families. In several instances the parents would interrupt the student or leave little
space to the student to express his narrative. In some cases this dynamic was so strong that I had
to intervene to give space to the student to express his views. There were also circumstances
where the tone of the student’s narrative changed when the parent entered or left the room and
this might indicate that there is a struggle for these young adults to affirm their adult identity
inside the family.
This narrative resonates with Aquilino (1997), who examined how parent and adult child
relationships evolved over time and showed that as children transition into adult roles there was
a change in family relationship which changed again as adult children transitioned into marriage
or co-habitation and full time employment, with the conflictual relationships decreasing over
time as the young adults transitioned into their new roles.

5.3.2 Meaning making process of disability of parents and adult children
This tension as the adult children and their parents, share different opinions was
particularly evident when the respondent families spoke about disability. What also particularly
stayed with me was how the different family members viewed talking about their disability at
school or on their workplace.
While the parents were adamant about the importance of raising awareness about their
son’s condition, the students seemed more hesitant to talk about their disability with people who
did not know about it. Adrian describes talking about his condition with his tutors and
colleagues as being exposed. Dylan talks about “hiding” his condition and not talking about it
unless it is necessary and Ralph seems to want to distance himself from his personal narrative of
physical limitations by going into extremely taxing bike rides that would challenge even a fit
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athlete. On the other hand, Joseph and Jane are both active members in disability associations.
Lucy strongly pushes her son to talk about his condition and even Veronica advocates about the
importance of raising awareness. Thus while the parents find strength and make sense when
they externalize their experience, the adult children might be experiencing different processing
of possible shame and getting to terms with their condition.
During my first interview, this topic was so strongly felt by Dylan and Lucy that the
tension created a strong argument between them. This pattern was also expressed in other
families even though less intensely. What I also observed during the interviews was that the
students were conscious that in many environments their disability would single them out from
their colleagues and this created the possibility of being stigmatized and labelled as less able
than their peers to deliver professionally. This may also explain their need to keep it aside
rather than expose it.
This made me reflect about the dynamics in this family where the mothers seemed
frustrated by the social constraints around disability and felt the need to raise awareness and
strongly advocate the needs of their sons, while there were instances where I felt the students
were conscious and at times held back from voicing their full story. This becomes particularly
evident when I reflected about the relationship dynamics I witnessed in all the interviews where
the parents often were more comfortable voicing their narratives while the students often held
back.
As I reflected about this I hypothesized that this might make them hesitant to talk about
their personal struggle. These feelings were strongly expressed by Adrian, and more subtly
expressed by the other students as well, sometimes even through nonverbals, such as their tone
of voice or their reluctance to talk about a perspective, that the students felt their parents would
not understand or maybe that they would disappoint their parents.
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5.3.3 Making sense of multiple stories in the same families
I reflected at length about this divergence in the perspectives in these families in order to
make sense of where it was coming from and I realized that though the family shared a common
family narrative and lived experiences as they faced life together, in three out of the four
families participating in this study, the students with disability where the first generation in the
family who was attending tertiary education and even though in Dylan’s case his father was a
graduate, Lucy had not experienced campus life and thus her perception of what it felt like to
study at this level and become a professional was only through her son’s narrative.
In addition to this, the Maltese context experienced by the young students was very
different from the Maltese context experienced by the parents during their youth and this helped
me make sense of the meaning behind their strongly divergent views as I hypothesized that this
divergence was due to their divergent perspectives resulting from the students’ experiences
outside the family.

5.3.4 On the verge of an empty nest - The transitional dance - Forming coherence
between the need for independence and still wanting to protect your son
A distinctive context to all the families in this study was that mothers stayed at home to
raise the children while their husbands supported their family with their jobs outside of the
house, except one. The mothers’ narrative indicates a reality where the child with disability was
the only focus of their life and engulfed much of their time and energy, but though this role has
been fulfilling and these mothers speak with pride about their son’s accomplishments, the
mothers’ narratives are less optimistic about their future.
This is congruent with Green (2007), who proposes that the identities of mothers with
children with disability were often based on traditional identity roles, where the burden of care
was oppressively socio-structurally constructed, yet despite these constraints associated with
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caring for a child with disability, most mothers in this study recognize the value of having a
child with disability.
This dynamic made me reflect deeply about the divergence between Veronica’s
narrative who was successful in her career and independent from her role as a mother and the
narratives of the other mothers who dedicated their lives to the wellbeing of the sons, and talked
about the bitter sweet feelings they would experience when their house would be empty, which
possibly would necessitate the re-building of a new identity story for these women.
These stories made me reflect about the expertise these mothers had accumulated over
the years as they cared for and advocated the rights of their sons, and how their hard work was
in no way validated by society, apart from acknowledging that these women’s sons had reached
academic success. These notions resonated with the concepts proposed by Ryan and RunswickCole (2008), who argue that mothers of disabled children also experience a form of “disabilism”
since their narrative varies markedly from the narratives of mothers of non-disabled children,
yet their expertise and competence is largely overlooked. These findings are also congruent with
the feminist approach, which highlights oppressive mothering ideologies that highly constrict
the identity of the mothers of disabled children and disabling environments.
Lucy and Jane’s stories and the traditional division of roles was also congruent with
Cuskelly et al. (2009), who showed that most mothers of young children with disability chose to
go into part time employment due to the medical needs of their child. This research is also
congruent with the feminist perspective that highlights the struggle the mothers of children with
disability face because of social constructs around the caring roles in families with children with
disability (Ryan and Runswick-Cole, 2008).
It was heart breaking to hear Lucy talk about how she envisaged a future where she
would deeply miss her son when he moves on his own and I wondered if her constant
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intromission in the young man’s life was about her fear of letting go of the son to whom she had
given her life.
Though expressed less strongly, these feelings also echoed in the narratives of Jane and
Mary and it is sad how they found it very hard to envisage their future after their children left.
This made me reflect about the gendered nature of society’s perspective about which parent
would offer the best care to a child with special needs and also whether the parents would put so
much emphasis on the child’s education, had it been a girl with disability instead of a boy.
These findings also coincide with the theory about the family life cycle (Carter and
McGoldrick, 1988), where the now adult children struggle to affirm their new identity inside the
family and the parents have to learn a new balance between giving their children their
independence and space to grow, contemporarily guide them as they navigate tertiary level
education and enter the working world. Umberson (1992), proposes that though the parent/child
relationship is important to children and parents throughout the life course, the quality of
intergenerational relationship is influenced by the psychological distress and the structural
circumstances of the parents and adult children.
What seems to be different in these circumstances is the ambivalence experienced by the
mothers’ narrative, where on one hand their identity as parents is formed through the success of
the son, and thus they pressure the son to succeed, and concurrently the parents being anxious
and overbearing because their sons have a disability. This duality and ambivalence of meaning
making narrative transcending from Mary and Lucy’s narrative is also congruent with literature
about parenting adult children. Levitzki (2009) proposes the existence of an internal dialectic
dimension in these relationships where there is a dance between an emotional connection and
the need for separation with the child being an extension of the parent and the parent’s desire to
let the child become independent.
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5.3.5 Parenting a child with disability lead to a journey of growth
Joseph, Mary and Jane talk at length about how their sons taught them to be resilient
because notwithstanding their difficulties they kept fighting and challenging the limitations the
medical experts anticipated for them. Lucy also spoke about how when Dylan earned good
grades he proved to her that he was capable of reaching his goals irrespective of his condition.
These narratives helped the respondents transcend the social construction into a positive family
identity story (Neden, 2007).

5.3.6 Towards a new role for the adult children with disability
I would like to conclude this chapter with a reflection that encompasses Joseph’s quote
at the beginning of this chapter about George teaching his parents not to give up, Adrian’s
change in his narrative when Veronica joined the conversation as if trying to protect his mother
from his vulnerable side, Jane speaking about her admiration of her son’s courage and
perseverance and Lucy’s narrative about how her son proved to her that he had the potential
when he got all his O levels and thrived at MCAST. All these narratives seem to denote new
roles in the families of these respondents, as these young adults not only validate their parents
efforts to support them, but also strive to reach adult roles in their families and professional
roles in society, where they will no longer be dependent on their parents, and possibly return the
care and dedication these parents showed towards their children by becoming the parents’
support as they age.
The final chapter will focus on the strengths and limitations of this study as it’s implications and
suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSION

“It was not a matter of my not thinking about the consequences but it was a question that I had
convinced myself that I wanted to do it and then all the factors magically changed in my head.
As long as I get there, it becomes irrelevant. In my head I would not say that the following day I
will be tired… that I have one leg shorter than the other or that the following day I would wake
up with a lot of pain in my back… it was pure adrenaline!”
Ralph

The above quote from Ralph’s interview speaks about the resolve and determination of a strong
person that perseveres until he reaches his targets. In this chapter I will further elaborate on the traits
and relationship dynamics in the respondent families and the implications of these findings for current
practice. In the final part of this work, I will also highlight the limitations of this project, together with
pertinent areas that still merit research.

6.1

Summary of major findings - clinical and practical implications
This study revealed the impact of resilience on the individual respondents as well as the family

dynamics that contributed to this resilience and analyzed these narratives in the light of literature about
family resilience and disability, in a local and international context as well within the conceptual
frameworks previously mentioned.
A universal relational pattern that emerged from these stories was that the struggles these
families encountered encouraged them to tap into the family’s strengths and learn to network to obtain
the resources they needed to overcome the challenges they were facing. A super theme emerged where
the families took a hopeful stance towards their future. This attitude was grounded in the academic
accomplishments the students had obtained in the past, with the students looking forward to their
professional status after they graduated. This was a major shift in their identity story, from the despair
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and negative thinking around the present and future realities that the families had experienced when they
learned about their child’s disability.
The families’ narratives also show that though the parents tried their best to help their children
socialize and have a carefree childhood, they could not fully protect them from the emotional pain as
they grew in their awareness about the challenges of their disability. In addition, the whole family was
vicariously traumatized when the student suffered bullying at school. Unfortunately these findings were
congruent with research (Nabuzoka & Smith, 1993, 2003; Yude, Goodman & McConachie, 1998:
Martlew & Hodson, 1991; O’Moore & Hillery,1989; Mishna, 2003; Unnever & Cornel, 2003; Carter &
Spencer, 2006) that links disability to a higher incidence of school bullying in other countries too.
The importance of a good relationship between the student and his teacher and LSA, was evident
in the narrative of these respondents as this helped the child thrive academically and led to a serene
relationship between the school and the parents. In secondary school, the narrative of these families
shows an ambivalent relationship between student and LSA who on one hand had protective functions
shielding the negative effects of bullying, yet there were instances where the student could not form
coherence in his stories of success and the appropriate boundaries between the success obtained by his
own merits and that of the LSA.
The respondents’ stories also highlight that, what seems to have truly impacted these students
with disability was the social climate around them. These findings also substantiate the argument posed
by authors such as Lang (2001) and Oliver (1990), that disability is socially constructed. This
substantiates the importance of raising awareness to balance off the stigma associated with society’s
perception about disability, necessitating the adoption of a collaborative and inclusive approach towards
such students and their families.
Another major finding was that the trauma of the diagnosis and the stress of the raising a child
with disability lead to shock and to a period of depression for some of the respondent parents. These
findings were congruent with other similar research in the field (Kazak & Marvin, 1984; Hanson &
Hanline, 1990; Beckman,1991; Dumas et al. 1991; Reddon et al.1991; Dyson, 1997; Sanders & Morgan,
1997; Browne & Bramston, 1998; Hoare et al.1998; Warfield et al. 1999 cited in Olson & Hwang, 2001
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p. 535), shedding light on the importance of a collaborative and supportive relationship between the
family and the professionals working with them, especially towards the major caregiver of a child with
disability. This support becomes critical during particularly difficult times such as the diagnosis of a
severe disability. Unfortunately there is no specifized service of family therapy on the island focused on
helping families in this situation, but only a generic service at FSWS, individual therapy at Materi Dei
and private services that might be too expensive for families already facing high financial strains.
What stayed with me from the respondents’ narratives, is that the family could not do it alone,
but thrived in context of a supporting network, who concretely helps the formation and redrafting of the
family’s ongoing story. Such networks supported the parents dealing with the struggles of raising a child
with disability and also introduced the child into contexts that foster growth, such as becoming a drum
major in a national parade for George. These findings also reflected the importance of extra-curricular
activities, which further the full potential of each child, beyond academic achievement. Such findings
are congruent with the ecological view proposed by Walsh (2006), Rutter (1987) and Falicov (1995),
that stresses the importance of seeing the family in its context to truly understand the dynamics at play
inter-relationally between the family and the different family members and their environment.
Another common relational pattern in this study was that the mothers were all resilient women
who had a grounded yet optimistic approach towards life and seemed to be the backbone of the family.
This strength seems to be transmitted to the children who are described as intelligent and talented, but
more importantly with a personality that supported them to reflect that they have abilities that exceeded
what was medically prescribed for them. Even though the majority of fathers were not available for the
interview, they also seemed to transpire a peripheral role to transcend resilience, such as the father who
taught his son to ride the bike and openly defied the limitations imposed by the medical professionals.
What particularly stayed with me as a researcher, is the organizational pattern of these families,
where traditional parental roles seem to have been adopted. This dynamic made me reflect deeply about
the divergence with Veronica’s narrative, concurrently pursued a successful career and whose narrative
did not privilage the feelings other mothers expressed about their house being empty.
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These findings also coincide with the theory about the family life cycle (Carter & McGoldrick,
1988), where families with adult children have to learn a new balance between respecting their
children’s adult status and at the same time find a new way to parent them as they navigate tertiary level
education and enter the working world. What seems to be different in these circumstances is the fact that
the students also have a disability makes the parents very anxious.
On a final note the respondent families showed an interesting relational pattern about talking
about disability. While the parents were convinced about the importance of raising awareness about their
son’s condition, the students seemed more hesitant to talk about their disability with people who did not
know about it and some talked either directly or through their nonverbally about how their parents would
not understand this. While parents advocate the importance of raising awareness, one student described
talking about his condition as “being exposed”. These students were conscious that in many
environments their disability might single them out from their peers and this created the possibility of
being stigmatized and labelled as less able to deliver professionally. This pushed me to reflect about the
importance of raising awareness about the struggles that persons with disability face without singling out
individuals who feel uncomfortable talking about their situation.
Thus maybe it would be helpful to think about what can support these students to voice their
needs without giving them the perception of being exposed or vulnerable and on the clinical implications
about what can instigate such safety in the conversation about their needs to the larger society, without
devoiding them of their dignity or unnecessarily revealing them.

6.2

Limitations
This study tried to capture the stories of the families of students with disability who are attending

tertiary education. Although the results are congruent with international literature and highlight relational
dynamics specific to the local context and contemporary timeframe, they should also be viewed in the light
of the limitations of this study.
The participants were all young males who were raised in a two-parent family systems and all the
respondent parents, with the exception of one family, were still together even when the children reached
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adulthood. In three out of the four narratives described, the family has traditional dynamics where the
mother stayed at home and managed the household while the father went out to work. In addition in three
out of the four narratives, though I tried to elicit the role of the father through my questions as much as
possible, the fathers were not present for the interview because they were at work when the interview took
place and I was not able to interview any families with female students with disability or coming from
families with contemporary dynamics or students raised in single parent or blended families. Thus this
study would have benefitted and would have been further enriched with the presence of all family members
as well as within families with different constitutions.
In order to protect the anonymity and confidentiality of those who did not wish to talk about their
disability, this study relied on gatekeepers at UOM and MCAST disseminating invitation letters to all the
students with disability in the institute and only the students who were interested in participating came
forward to take part in the study. Though such procedure was taken out of respect for ethical
considerations, and this decision was further validated by comments from respondents about how difficult
it was for them to talk about this delicate topic, this put me in a position where I was unable to control the
population of those taking part in the study, and since no female respondents showed a desire to participate,
even though I asked the gatekeepers to send the invitation letter several times to capture this population as
well, I decided to make a conscious decision to respect the desire of those families of female students who
did not wish to be part of this project. Thus the sample was not able to include the perspectives of these
families.
I also made a conscious decision not to push the fathers or siblings to participate in the interviews
if they did not show the desire to participate. This decision was validated when I saw the pain the family
went through as they spoke about their story. Again because I was aware that this was a very delicate topic
that would elicit very strong emotions in the parents and I made a conscious effort to offer the necessary
support to all the respondents, I did not want to traumatize the father who might possibly felt
uncomfortable talking about their son’s disability.
Another limitation is the sample size. Though there was an in depth interview and I tried my best
to capture the narrative of the respondent families, even trying to read the non verbal communication
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expressed by their tone of voice, silences, facial expressions, and body language, I am aware that I have
only captured the narrative of a handful out of the hundreds of students with disability attending the two
major institutions offering tertiary education. Unfortunately due to logistics and time constraints, I was
unable to interview a bigger sample size that would include other institutions offering tertiary education.
A final limitation is the interviewer bias resulting from the interactional processes. Literature
specifies the halo effect (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Leuthesser & Kohli 1995; Holbrook, 1983) the
confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998; Klayman, 1995) and the primacy effect (Zajonc, 1984) amongst
others which might have influenced the stories that have been elicited and my interpretation of the
respondent narratives. In order to buffer such biases, I purposely triangulated (Flick, 2004) the data
obtained with more than one reader who were proficient in the psychological dynamics at play during the
interview process yet did not have my professional background in disability. In most occasions I found
their feedback congruent with my findings, which further validates the authenticity of the results. Another
possible limitation entailed my co-currently lived health challenges, which added to my subjective bias
while going through all the process of this study, while contemporary enriched my process with hope.

6.3

Implications of this study
The respondent narratives outline the importance of the support network around the student with

disability. This study shows that the co-authoring of these family narratives is a conjoined effort between
family, extended family and all the professionals who come in contact with these families have the
potential of leaving a lasting impression on the success and the quality of life of a young individual with
disability. In all the narratives, the imprint left by professionals who put a defining label on these students
that had a long lasting effect not only on the student but also on the family supporting that student, thus
when faced with disability, it is good practice to target not only the physical needs of the child, but also to
be sensitive to the needs of the family system especially the primary caregivers, who need to be supported
in order to find the physical and emotional resources to move beyond the limitations imposed by the
socially defined limitations of disability and services should be tailor made to the needs of the family.
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Another implication is the importance for professionals of being respectful and knowledgeable
about the implications of their language and tone when talking with families during sensitive times. As a
researcher I was touched by the pain expressed by the families who were given grievous news about the
health condition of their very young children without being adequately supported on an emotional level
by competent professionals, especially when such news brought with it periods of depression that could
have resulted in long lasting mental health conditions.
Professionally supporting families going through adversity, especially during the critical time of
a diagnosis will help the parents process this news and possibly reflect on the implication of such label on
the lives of the child and the family. Such conversations could focus on dispelling false hopes and focus
on the true potential and abilities of the child thus lead to conversations where hope will balance the despair
of such critical news. Intergenerational family themes of resilience seem to also play a major role during
our clinical interventions, as they highlight the concrete strengths and relationships these family adopt
during adversities.
An open and collaborative approach between the family, the medical field and education
professionals could result in serene relationship that could make a significant difference in the lives of
these families. What also needs to be noted is that the jargon used should be understood by the intended
parties, where notions should be repeated and clearly defined if the patients, students and their families are
not adequately understanding.
In addition practical support and guidance by schools especially when a student is transitioning
into a new phase could also lead to a smooth process that would help everyone concerned achieve targets
and goals that are fluid and reflecting the growing needs and abilities of the child, adolescent or young
adult. Schools and medical professionals alike should also be aware of the impact of the wellbeing of the
family on the quality of life of the person with disability. When the need arises families going through a
difficult transitory phase could be referred to competent professionals versed in family psychotherapy in
order to help families work through their struggle and learn to support each other.
On a final note, this research shed light on the importance of the family context on the quality of
life of families touched with disability. Being in contact with disability associations, supportive therapists,
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sports clubs and other organizations such as the scouts group, has helped these young students and their
families develop a positive self narrative that challenges their boundaries and pushes them beyond limits
that the parents would not have gone. Thus transcending the academic boundaries is very important. Thus
parents, and especially young persons with disability, should be encouraged not to let physical limitations
delineate what they can or cannot do and explore contexts that go beyond their school yard.

6.4

Implications for future research
On a personal level I feel truly grateful to the respondents because thanks to their powerful and

authentic narratives, I had the opportunity of receiving insight into a resilient way of reacting to difficult
times, which concretely reshaped my own narrative. This came during a time in my life where I was at my
most vulnerable, and enriched me on a personal level as it gave me the strength to keep going. On a
professional level it also made me more sensitive to the strength of language and social constructs and the
importance of the relational values, inside the family and between the family and its context. This in turn,
guided me to reflect and appreciate the support I was receiving by those around me.
At the end of this journey I am deeply touched by the stories I have heard in this process.
Unfortunately I have only touched on success stories of young persons with disability who are attending
tertiary education, yet I feel that success can be measured and studied in other areas as well. Hopefully
this research study will be followed by similar studies in the future where these success stories will also
be explored and inspire others who are going through a difficult journey as much as it has inspired me.
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Invitation Letter to gatekeepers at UOM and MCAST
Dear Sir/Madam,

Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university students with a
disability
My name is Sonya Galea and I am currently a fourth year student reading for a Masters degree in Systemic
Psychotherapy, with the Institute of Family Therapy, Malta (IFT Malta). As part fulfilment of my training
to become a family psychotherapist, I am working on my final thesis, under the guidance of my supervisor
Ms Helen Attard Micallef.
With this letter, I would like to respectfully ask you to assist me in selecting 3 to 5 students with disability
who are currently studying at the University of Malta or who will be graduating this year. I will then invite
the student and his or her family to attend for an interview, which I will use for my dissertation, entitled:

Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university students with a
disability
This study aims to explore the stories of families with adult children who have a disability, who
notwithstanding the difficulties associated with intellectual or physical impairment, are
currently studying at university, or have recently completed their studies at MQF level 6 or
higher. My interest focuses on learning more about the experience of individuals with disability
who manage to have successful academic careers and the relationship between the person with a
disability and the key persons in his/her life and how these students and their families have
managed to create a reality where the student with the disability has reached tertiary level
education.
The interview will be recorded and will take approximately one and a half hours. Following the interview,
all recorded material will be transcribed for analysis. In order to ensure confidentially and anonymity
pseudonyms will be used and any identifiable information will be removed from the write up of my thesis.
Upon finalisation of my dissertation in 2017, all audio recordings and transcripts will be destroyed, and a
finalised copy of my work will be made available for perusal, both by your kind self and the student and
his/her family upon request.
This research proposal has been reviewed and approved by the IFT Research Ethics Committee, however
should the participants feel any distress during the procedure, therapeutic support will be suggested. The
participation to the interview is on a voluntary basis and the participants can choose to withdraw at any
time.
Should you have any queries do not hesitate to contact me via the phone number or email address below.
I thank you in advance for your help and remain,
Yours truly,

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com
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Invitation Letter to the participant
Dear Participant,

Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university students with a
disability
My name is Sonya Galea and I am currently a fourth year student reading for a Masters degree in Systemic
Psychotherapy, with the Institute of Family Therapy, Malta (IFT Malta). As part fulfilment of my training
to become a family psychotherapist, I am working on my final thesis, under the guidance of my supervisor
Ms Helen Attard Micallef.
With this letter, I would like to invite you and your family to attend for an interview, which I will use for
my dissertation, entitled: Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university

students with a disability
This study aims to explore the stories of families with adult children who have a disability, who
notwithstanding the difficulties associated with intellectual or physical impairment, are
currently studying at university, or have recently completed their studies at MQF level 6 or
higher. My interest focuses on learning more about the experience of individuals with disability
who manage to have successful academic careers and the relationship between the person with a
disability and the key persons in his/her life and how these students and their families have
managed to create a reality where the student with the disability has reached tertiary level
education.
The interview will be recorded and will take approximately one and a half hours. Following our interview,
I will then transcribe our conversation in order to further analyse the data obtained. I will ensure your
confidentially and anonymity by using pseudonyms and omitting any identifiable information from the
write up of my thesis. All data will be stored in a safe place and only my tutor and I will have access to it.
Upon finalisation of my dissertation in 2017, all audio recordings and transcripts will be destroyed. Upon
request I will be happy to provide a finalised copy of my work for your perusal.
This research proposal has been reviewed and approved by the IFT Research Ethics Committee, however
should you feel any distress during the interview, you may opt not to answer the question or withdraw
from the procedure at any point in time. Should the necessity arise I might also suggest adequate
therapeutic support.
I would like to stress that your involvement in this study is purely voluntary and you may choose not to
participate or withdraw from the process at any point in time.
Should you have any queries do not hesitate to contact me via the phone number or email address below.
I thank you in advance for your help and remain,
Yours truly,

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com
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Ittra ta’ Invit lil partecipant
Ghaziz/a Partecipant/a,
Vjagg lejn inkluzzjoni b’success - Stejjer ta’ familji li ghandhom uliedhom b’disabilta li jattendu luniversita’
Jisimni Sonya Galea u bhalissa jien studenta fir-raba sena f’ kors ta’ Masters fil-psikoterapija sistemika
mal- Istitut tat- Terapija tal-Familja ta’ Malta. Bhalha parti mill-istudji tieghi biex insir psikoterapista talfamilja, bhalissa qed nahdem fuq it- tezi tieghi taht is-supervisjoni ta’ Ms Helen Attard Micallef.
B’ din l-ittra nixtieq nistieden lilek u lil familja tieghek biex tattendu intervista li nixtieq nuza fit-tezi tieghi
Vjagg lejn inkluzzjoni b’success - Stejjer ta’ familji li ghandhom uliedhom b’disabilta li jattendu luniversita’
Jiena interessata li nsir naf aktar dwar l-esperjenza ta’ familji li ghandhom tfal b’disabilita li jattendu luniversita’li minkejja d- diffikultajiet kollha assocjati ma’ disabilta’ fizika jew intellectuali irnexxilhom
jghelbu d-diffikultakiet li kienu jahbtu wicchom maghhom. Nixtieq nitghallem aktar dwar l-istejjer ta’
dawn il-familji u kif dawn l-esperjenzi influenzaw ir- relazzjonijiet tal- familja u l-mod kif dawn il-familji
jharsu lejn il-hajja.Fl-ahhar nixtieq nesplora r-relazzjoni bejn l-istudent b’disabilita u il-key persons filhajja tieghu jew taghha li flimkien irnexxilhom joholqu realta fejn l-istudent/a lahaq jew lahqet l-oghla
leveli fil-kamp akkademiku.
Din l- intervista se tigi irrekordjata u se tiehu bejn wiehed u iehor siegha u nofs. Wara l-intervista, jien se
nikteb dak li ntqal fi transcript biex inkun nista’ nanalizza dak li ntqal b’mod ahjar. Jien se nirrispeta lkunfidenzjalita’ u l-anonimita’ taghkom billi nuza psewdonimi u nhasar kull informazzjoni li tista’
tiddentifikakom meta t-tezi tigi ippublikata. L-informazzjoni kollha se tkun merfugha f’post sikur u jien u
s-supervisor tieghi biss se jkollna access ghaliha. Meta nispicca r-ricerka tieghi, r-recordings u ttranscripts se jigu mhassra. Jekk tixtiequ, jkun pjacir tieghi li nghatikom kopja tar-ricerka tieghi wara li xxoghol jigi ffinalizat.
Il-proposta ghar-ricerka tieghi kienet sottomesa ghal IFT Research Ethics Committee, imma jekk ghal xi
raguni int jew il-familja tieghek ma thossukohomx komdi waqt l-intervista, tistghu tghazlu li ma
tirrispondux id-domanda jew tieqfu mill-intervista. Jekk ikun il-kaz nista’ noffri is-support tieghi bhalha
studenta tal-psikoterapija fl-ahhar sena jew inkella nirreferikom ghand terapisti ohra skond il-bzonn.
Nixtieq nishaq li l-partecipazzjoni taghkom hija purament volontarja u li tistghu tghazlu li tieqfu waqt ilprocess meta tixtiequ.
Jekk ikollkom xi domandi tistghu iccempuli jew tikkuntatjawni fuq t-telefon jew l-imejl miktuba aktar lisfel.
Fil-waqt li min qalbi nirringrazzjakom ta’ l-ghajnuna taghkom, nibqa’
Dejjem taghkom

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com
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Consent form for participant
This document shows participant’s receipt of the invitation letter and understanding of
the explanation of research procedure
Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university students with a
disability
I, undersigned, hereby agree to participate in the study carried out by Ms Sonya Galea, entitled:
Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university students with a
disability
submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy with
the Institute of Family Therapy, Malta.
I have read the letter of invitation with all the information about the above-entitled research and
fully understand it. The research has also given me the opportunity to address any queries
regarding my participation in this project with the researcher .
I understand that all my data will be kept confidential and my anonymity will be respected and
that the researcher and her supervisor will use this data for this research and that our data will be
treated according to the Maltese Data Protection Act.
I also understand that the audiotapes and transcripts of our interview will be destroyed when this
project is finalized.
Finally I also declare that the researcher informed me that my participation is this study is
voluntary and that I can withdraw from this project any point in time or asked to stop if the
researcher deems it necessary for my well-being.
I also understand that with my consent, the researcher can refer me for adequate therapeutic
support should the need arise .
I therefore agree to take part in the above-mentioned study.

_____________________________
Participant

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

_____________________________
Date

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com
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Consent form to be filled by both student and participant
This document certifies that the procedure has been clearly and ethically explained by the
student and understood by the participant
Journey to successful inclusion – Narratives of families of university students with a
disability
I wish to acknowledge that I have explained, to the best of my ability, to the participant, the
purpose and procedures of the above mentioned study in a detailed information letter. I also
confirm that the participant was given the opportunity to address any queries s/he might have
about this study and that all questions have been answered truthfully and exhaustively to the best
of my ability.
I certify that the individual has not been forced to consent and the consent has been given freely
and voluntarily and that all information obtained during the interview will be used solely for the
purpose of this research.
I also certify that a copy of the letter of invitation and consent form will be given to the participant
and that audiotapes and the copies of the transcript will be available only to my supervisor and
myself and that this material will be destroyed upon completion of this project.

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com

_______________

_______________

Participant

Date
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Formula ta’ Kunsens mimlija mill-partecipant
Dan id-dokument jiccertifika li l-partecipant ircieva u fehem l-ittra ta’ invit u li rcieva
spegazzjoni b’mod cara u etika tal-procedura tar-ricerka
Vjagg lejn inkluzzjoni b’success - Stejjer ta’ familji li ghandhom uliedhom b’disabilta li jattendu luniversita’

Jien hawn taht niffirma li naqbel li nippartecipa f’dan l-istudju, li qed taghmel is-Sinj. Sonya
Galea bl-isem ta’:
Vjagg lejn inkluzzjoni b’success - Stejjer ta’ familji li ghandhom uliedhom b’disabilta li jattendu luniversita’ bhala parti mil-kors ta’ Masters fil-Psikoterapija Sistemika ma l-Istitut tat-Terapija tal-

Familja, f’Malta.
Jiena qrajt u fhimt l-informazzjoni kollha dwar din ir-ricerka, li giet pprovduta fl-ittra ta’ inivit.
Ir-ricerkatrici tatni wkoll l-opportunita’ li niccara b’ mod sodisfacenti xi domandi li seta jkolli
dwar il-partecipazzjoni tieghi f’ din ir-ricerka.
Jiena nifhem li l-informazzjoni kollha se tinzam kunfidenzjali u l-anonimita tieghi se tigi mharrsa
kif titlob il-Ligi Maltija tal-Protezzjoni tal-Informazzjoni. Jien nifhem li l-informazzjoni se
tintuza biss mil-istudenta u s-supervisor taghha is- Sinj Helen Attard Micallef, ghal fini ta’ din irricerka biss.
Jiena nifhem ukoll li wara li din ir-ricerka titlesta, l-informazzjoni kollha fuqi u fuq il- familja
tieghi li giet irrekordjata u miktuba se tigi mhassra.
Jien niddikjara li r- ricerkatrici infurmatni li l-partecipazzjoni tieghi f’dan l-istudju hi
kompletament voluntarja u ukoll li nista’ nirtira mil-istudju fi kwalunkwe punt, kif ukoll listudenta tista’ tistaqsini biex nieqaf, jekk hi thoss li s-sahha psikologika u emozzjonali tieghi qed
tigi affettwata hazin minn din l-intervista’.
Jiena nifhem ukoll, li jekk l-istudenta thoss in-necessita’, hi se tiggwidani ghal servizzi li
jipprovduli sapport terapewtiku .
Ghaldaqstant jiena naccetta li niehu sehem f’din ir-ricerka.

_____________________________
Participant/a

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

_____________________________
Data

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com
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Formula ta’ Kunsens biex tintela mil-istudenta
Dan id-dokument jiccertifika li l-istudenta tat l-ittra ta invit u spjegat b’mod car u etiku lprocedura tar-ricerka

Vjagg lejn inkluzzjoni b’success - Stejjer ta’ familji li ghandhom uliedhom b’disabilta li jattendu luniversita’

Jiena niddikjara li spjegajt, bl-aħjar mod li naf, lill-parteċipant/a imsemmi/ja hawn taht, l-għan u
l-proċeduri, ta’ l-istudju tieghi, kif ukoll r-riskji u l-benefiċċji possibli ta’ din ir-riċerka fl-ittra ta’
invit. Jiena nikkonferma li l-parteċipant/a kien/kienet mogħti/ja l-opportunita` li ssaqsi/jsaqsi
mistoqsijiet dwar dan l-istudju, u li l-mistoqsijiet kollha kienu mwieġba.
Jiena niddikjara li l-individwu ma kienx imġiegħel/imġiegħla biex jagħti/tagħti kunsens u lkunsens kien mogħti liberament u volontarjament, u li l-informazzjoni kollha miġbura minghand
il-parteċipant/a matul din ir-riċerka ser ikunu wżati biss għall-iskop ta’ din ir-riċerka u se jkun
accessibli biss ghalija u s-supervisor tiegħi, is-Sinj. Helen Attard Micallef, u ser jiġu mhassrin
wara li nispicca r-ricerka .
Kopji iffirmati ta’ l-ittra ta l-invit, u l-formoli tal-kunsens ser jkunu ipprovduti lill-parteċipant/a.

Sonya Galea
4th year student – Masters in Systemic Psychotherapy
Mobile Number: 79333659
Email: sonya.galea@gmail.com

Helen Attard Micallef (supervisor)
B.Psy MSc warrant no MPPB045
Mobile Number: 99240494
Email: helenattard@hotmail.com

_______________

_______________

Participant/a

Data
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Interview guide
The main research question I want to answer is
•
What is the Story of the family of a young person with a disability who has made it to
tertiary education?
Secondary/ probing questions to elicit the family narrative ...
Introductory/ice-breaker questions
The first set of questions I would like to address to the participants are focused on
understanding how the family’s past experiences have enabled the family to co create their
present narrative and what meaning this family gives to their narrative. This schedule will be
used as a back up probing tool or to initiate the conversation and help the participants share
their story should they get stuck during the interview.
•
Your disability poses a lot of challenges yet somehow you manage to overcome or go
around the challenges and you have reached excellent results in the academic field... tell me
more about how you managed to do this...
•
How did you as a mother view X’s disability? How did it affect you?
•
How did you as a father view X’s disability? How did it affect you?
•
How did you as a brother/sister view X’s disability? How did it affect you?
Past
During the interview I would also like to explore the family narrative of the infancy and
childhood of the person with disability, his/her siblings and how the life of the parents changed
when disability entered their family...
•
Can you describe how you learnt about X’s condition and did it bring about any changes
in your life ?
•
How did his brother/s sister/s take it?
•
Did you see a change in the way the children behaved towards each other?
•
How was school for your children? How would you describe your children’s schooling
experience ?
•
Did you find support from the school environment?
•
How was your relationships with X’s teachers, LSA’s, the SMT and the other parents in
the school? Did you find support?
•
How was your relationship with other professionals helping X and your family?
•
How was your relationship with your extended family( aunts& uncles, grandparents etc)
and your friends? Did you notice a change in the way they behaved with you because of X’s
disability?
•
Did your community in the town/village where you live support you?
•
Where there significant episodes/experiences that influenced how this family coconstructed their present reality and their outlook on their future?
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Present
X’s has now managed to make it to/through university ... How do you X view this? What
thoughts and feelings can you share with me about your present accomplishments?
How do you as a mother view this? How does this make you feel ?
How do you as a father view this? How does this make you feel ?
How do you as a sibling view this? How does this make you feel ?
Did you as a family ever stop to think about what this means to you? What sense do you give to
your life journey?
Future outlook
•
How do you view your future now?
•
What do you X want to do after you finish university?
•
How do you as parents feel when you hear your son/daughter say this?

Suggestions to policy makers/researchers/ other families who are going through a life
journey where they have children diagnosed with a disability
Finally I want to explore what these families perceive as truly helpful to empower individuals
with disability achieve academic success and if they have suggestions for policy makers or
young families who are going through a similar journey with their infants and toddlers.
Your family has certainly gone through a very long and tough journey to reach this success...
•
if there was a young couple in front of you who have just been told that their child has
been diagnosed with a disability, what would you tell them?
•
What do you think has truly helped you as a family overcome all the limitations that
disability brings with it?
•
If instead of a young couple it was a young doctor, teacher, therapist or another
professional who would have to help children and youths overcome the limitations brought
about by disability... What would you tell them? How can professionals truly help the families
who have children with disability?
•
If instead of a young couple, it would be a legislator ... What do you think still needs to
be done in our country to concretely help families of children with disability?
•
Do you feel there are areas we still need to research in order to help you and other
families overcome their difficulties?

